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INTRODUCTION

Introduction
Comment and Overview

In keeping with our objective, The SIRC Review presents reviews of major areas of styrene toxicology analysis, reports
of individual studies, and items of general interest and scientific debate, especially in relation to risk assessment.
This issue contains two review articles. In the first article, an overview is presented of Drs. Rebert and Hall’s
review of the neuroepidemiology literature on styrene.
Neurotoxicity in humans is the basis for the Occupational Safety and Health Administration’s (OSHA) Permissible Exposure Limit (PEL) and for the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency’s (EPA) Reference Concentration (RfC).
Some countries have acceptable exposure limits as low as
20 parts per million (ppm). Drs. Rebert and Hall conclude
from the data that the low range exposure levels may be
overly conservative. Drs. Miller and Cruzan have summarized the literature on styrene metabolism and toxicokinetics in the second review article presented in this issue. Several researchers have published data on the metabolism
of styrene in laboratory animals or man, and recently an
updated physiologic based pharmacokinetic (PBPK) model was published based on these data.
We have reproduced two manuscripts of original research.
Steele et al. analyzed the styrene content of 12 raw agricultural commodities (reprinted with permission from
Journal of Agricultural and Food Chemistry). Care was taken
to avoid any contact with styrene-based polymers during
collection and storage. The study detected styrene at low
levels in most foods. Wong et al.’s article (reprinted with
permission from Occupational and Environmental Medicine)
updates the causes of mortality among a large cohort of
workers in the reinforced plastics and composites industry. This study found no increase in cancer deaths related
to styrene exposure.

The SIRC Review may include certain material that is intended to provoke discussion but does not necessarily represent the views of SIRC as an organization. In keeping
with this objective we present three articles. Two address
recent developments involving styrene, and the third focuses on the future of carcinogenic risk assessment. Representatives from the Environmental Health Directorate,
Canada, have provided their approach to health risk determinations for priority substances, using styrene as an
example. SIRC does not concur with all of the authors’
comments in their evaluation of the carcinogenic potential
of styrene, although this evaluation did not drive the regulatory process. The Canadian government concluded that
exposures to styrene are sufficiently low relative to possible effect levels that styrene is not considered to be “toxic”
to human life or health, as defined by Canadian law. A review of the IARC classification system and IARC’s review
of styrene in February 1994 is provided by Drs. Miller and
Swenberg. Dr. Swenberg was the official U.S. industry observer at the IARC meeting. Lastly, we have included recommendations from Dr. John Graham on improving cancer risk assessment. This piece has been submitted to EPA
for its use in consideration of revisions to risk assessment
guidelines. EPA issued proposed revised guidelines in
August 1994, and held a peer-review meeting in mid-September. The agency currently is reviewing comments and
revising their proposal.
As editor, I would like to thank all the contributors and
reviewers of this issue of The SIRC Review. Without your
assistance, this edition would not be possible.
George Cruzan, Ph.D., DABT
Chairman, Science and Technology Task Group Styrene
Information and Research Center
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Examining the Scientific Basis for a Safe
Workplace Exposure Level
A Review of
“The Neuroepidemiology of Styrene: A Critical Review of Representative Literature” by
Charles S. Rebert, PhD and Thomas A. Hall, CIH, PhD

by R. C. Leonard, PhD and L. S. Andrews, PhD

W

hile the word “critical” is frequently found in
conjunction with “review” on any number of
topics in the scientific literature, these papers
are all too often simply compilations of the original authors’ conclusions and brief summaries of the types of data
available. In “The Neuroepidemiology of Styrene: A Critical Review of Representative Literature,” Charles Rebert
and Thomas Hall have provided a review that provides
the results of a very analytic, methods-oriented examination of the literature on the neurotoxic effects of styrene
with particular emphasis on the value of that body of work
for setting safe exposure limits in the workplace.
Occupational exposure to styrene can be found in the
styrene-butadiene rubber industry, the styrene monomer
and polymerization industry, and in reinforced plastics
manufacture. Actual styrene exposure levels are low in
the first two industries and the potential for significant
concomitant exposures to other chemicals is high. Historically, styrene exposures in the reinforced plastics industry have been higher (Time-weighted averages [TWAs]
around 200 parts per million [ppmD, with less—although
not zero—simultaneous exposure to other chemicals with
potential deleterious health effects. The current threshold
limit value (TLV) recommended by the American Conference of Governmental Industrial Hygienists (ACGIH) of
50 ppm is based on increased incidence of hematopoietic
tumor occurrence in rodents exposed to styrene at concentrations greater than 500 ppm.
The lipid solubility of styrene and the behavioral
consequences of acute high-level exposures have led to a
concern that styrene has potential for neurotoxic effects.
As Rebert and Hall point out, a cursory overview of the
literature on styrene could lead one to believe that there
is substantial evidence that indicates the neurotoxicity of
styrene at levels lower than the current TLV. The occupaRobin C. Leonard and Larry Andrews, ARCO Chemical
Company, 16 Campus Boulevard, Newtown Square, Pennsylvania
19073.
1

* Published in Critical Reviews in Toxicology, 1994, vol. 24,
Supplement (CRC Press, Inc.)
2
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tional limits in Europe, generally lower than in the U.S.,
are, in contrast to the U.S., more frequently based on
neurological endpoints. In light of the ACGIH re-evaluation of the TLV based on more emphasis on the neurotoxicity evidence, the authors undertook a review of the
neuroepidemiology of styrene that would concentrate on
the validity of the health endpoints measured as well as
the reliability of the exposure data. They have focused on
two primary questions:
1) Can the endpoints of effects, whether behavioral or
neurophysiological, be adequately measured with appropriate control for confounding factors? Is the measurement technology for these health endpoints both accurate
and precise enough to separate signal from noise with
enough power. to enable clear differentiation of effects
beyond the population norms?
2) Can the exposures be measured with enough precision and accuracy to enable the determination of distinct
exposure categories?
The authors’ approach to evaluating the information
used to set standards for limiting exposures to substances
in the workplace included an assessment of the general
issues surrounding such evaluations, such as whether the
goal is the prevention of long-term, irreversible health
hazards, the prevention of acute effects that may be secondarily harmful, or the prevention of discomfort in the
workplace; the evaluation criteria for determining causal
effects; the state of the art regarding exposure monitoring
for styrene; and the state of the art with regard to measuring neurobehavioral effects.
Thirty-eight papers were reviewed by Rebert and
Hall, dating from the mid-1960s to 1993. Representing
a combination of case studies, case-control studies, and
cohort studies; several of them included data on persons
who had been working with styrene for up to 30 years.
The authors developed specific criteria for evaluating the
individual studies. These included general experimental
design, appropriate statistical analyses including whether
the authors’ conclusions were supported by the analyses,
control of confounding variables, documentation of expo-
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sures, measurement endpoints, experimenter and subject
bias, dose-response relationships and procedural factors,
consistency with other literature, and information about
causal factors and biological plausibility.
The report is organized into three main sections. These
are:
1. An Introduction that includes
• Presentation of general issues,
• The evaluation criteria used to critique individual
papers,
• A description of exposure monitoring for styrene,
and
• Background on laboratory investigations of styrene’s neurobehavioral effects;
2. A Tabular Summary of Psychometric Evaluations;
3. Critiques of Individual Studies; and
4. Evaluation Summary and General Conclusions.
The detail presented on each study’s evaluation is
impressive and consistent across the studies reviewed.
While Rebert and Hall identified two papers described
as having “excellent documentation of exposures,” in
general they found that exposures were underestimated, largely because the many factors that influence the
interpretation of exposure levels were not considered.
These factors include lack of accounting for intensity of
exposure, effects of short sampling times, and the limits
of air measurements as they relate to dose at the target
site. Even the use of biologic indicators such as urinary
mandelic acid and phenylglyoxylic acid can be affected
by the exposure pattern as well as being non-specific for
styrene exposure. But due to variability observed person-to-person, urinary metabolite concentration is not
reliable in predicting exact air exposure levels, although
some authors have done this.
In addition to problems with the exposure assessments, Rebert and Hall point out that the measurement
endpoints were often not properly validated, and the
subgroups were usually quite small when they were stratified by dose. The lack of explicit matching and validation
of self-reports on drug and alcohol use, and generally
poor job characterization were additional general criticisms of the studies examined. When one considers that
the measurement endpoints were typically viewed as a
distribution of scores, it is important to realize that the
scores of exposed workers generally fell within normal
ranges and the index of intoxication was usually a small
shift of the worker (or control) distribution as regards
a specific reported symptom or test result. Were a more

meaningful definition of abnormality used, such as outliers 2 standard deviations from the normal mean, even
lenient interpretations of these studies would indicate no
neurobehavioral effect of styrene below about 100 ppm.
The lack of consistency in this literature with regard
to findings on reaction time, subjective responses, and the
Digit-Symbol test indicate that there is no indication of
causal factors or biological mechanisms that underlie any
real effects of styrene. It is clear that styrene acts as an
anesthetic at high concentrations, but the practical significance of the purported effects of styrene on the nervous
system at the levels noted in the reviewed studies is probably negligible or non-existent given the absent, mild, or
esoteric effects that were reported. The authors recognize
that the examination of neurological endpoints associated
with specific quantified workplace exposures has yielded
valid data for other solvents, e.g., carbon disulfide and
n-hexane. To be clear, Rebert and Hall do not question
the approach in general, but do question whether the
data support the interpretations of the specific studies
reviewed. They conclude that the “results concerning
styrene workplace neurotoxicity are not actually as they
are represented in the literature where results are often
interpreted to show that styrene is neurotoxic in workers
exposed to levels typically encountered in the reinforced
plastics industry.”
The statistical analyses of almost all the papers are
seen to violate important statistical assumptions such as
normality of distributions, homogeneity of variances, and
the assumptions related to partial correlation analyses.
Rebert and Hall point out that the incidence of statistical
significance is overestimated when it is based on comparisons of non-independent measures, and on multiple
comparisons (300 correlations in one case). In addition,
statistically significant correlation coefficients lose much
of their meaning for dose-response relationships when
the shared variance is as low as 5 to 10%.
Rebert and Hall conclude that on the basis of the
well-recognized criteria for establishing causal relationships, the literature on styrene fails to meet those criteria
with respect to the exposure levels of interest. What is
perhaps even more significant for the general issue of science-based regulation is the clear indication that a body
of literature, cited often and accepted without critical assessment, acquires a measure of import that is unrelated
to its scientific quality. The scientific community’s faith
in and reliance on the peer-review mechanism requires
that consistent, stringent criteria be applied to all studies
that purport to describe cause and effect relationships of
exposure and health endpoints.
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Styrene Metabolism and Toxicokinetics
R. R. Miller, PhD and G. Cruzan, PhD

E

SUMMARY

xposure to styrene results in absorption into the
body, where it is rapidly metabolized and eliminated. Although many organs are capable of metabolizing styrene, the liver has the greatest capacity. Most of
the absorbed styrene is metabolized to styrene oxide (SO)
which is further metabolized by epoxide hydratase to styrene glycol or conjugated with glutathione; these products
undergo additional reactions before excretion in the urine. Styrene glycol is oxidized
to mandelic acid and phenylglyoxylic acid,
the main urinary metabolites found in humans. The metabolism of styrene becomes
saturated in rats and humans from inhalation of between 200 and 300 parts per million [ppm], but in mice metabolism was not
saturated up to 800 ppm.
A great deal of concern for the potential
toxicity and carcinogenicity of styrene has
been expressed because styrene is metabolized to styrene oxide, a reactive epoxide
thought to be capable of extensive reaction
with cellular macromolecules. In vitro studies in 2 laboratories provided independent confirmation
that styrene oxide is not very reactive since it has a halflife of 24-26 minutes in blood. In vivo studies in rats have
demonstrated that a 500 mg/kg oral dose of styrene produced less blood styrene oxide than oral exposure to 550
mg/kg styrene oxide. The peak concentration from styrene
exposure was only 2% less than the styrene oxide exposure,
while the area under the time-concentration curve from styrene was approximately one-half that of styrene oxide.

The Vmax for the monooxygenase which forms styrene
oxide is at least 5-fold greater in rats and mice than in
humans. On the other hand, human epoxide hydrolase
has a much greater affinity for low levels of styrene oxide
than does rat or mouse; the Km of the human enzyme is
10-20 fold lower than for rats and 70-fold lower than for
mice. Based on in vitro and in vivo studies, rodents, particularly mice, have a greater capacity than humans to form
styrene oxide from styrene, while humans
are more effective than rodents at detoxifying low levels of styrene oxide. The low
levels of styrene oxide that could potentially occur in humans exposed occupationally
to styrene concentrations in the range of 50
ppm are unlikely to pose a health hazard.

Rodents have
a greater
capacity than
humans to
form styrene
oxide from
styrene.

Roland R. Miller, Dow Chemical Company, Midland, Michigan
48674
George Cruzan, Stonybrook Laboratories, Inc., Pennington-Rocky
Hill Road, Princeton, New Jersey 08543.
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INTRODUCTION

Exogenous chemicals introduced into the
body may undergo chemical modification, a
process known as biotransformation or metabolism. For most chemicals, this process
takes place primarily via liver enzymes and
results in products that are more water soluble and thus more readily excreted in the urine. The metabolic products and/or intermediates may be either more or
less toxic than the parent compound. In view of that fact,
metabolism is an important consideration when assessing
the potential health effects of exogenous chemicals.
Concern about the human health effects of styrene is
in large part related to the occurrence of styrene-7,8-oxide (SO) as a potentially toxic intermediate metabolite of
styrene. This is a particularly complex matter since the occurrence of target organ toxicity is dependent on a host of
factors including the distribution of the parent compound
and metabolites into and out of the target organ, as well
as the rates of formation and degradation of the ultimate
toxicant in the target organ. The Styrene Information and
Research Center and the European Chemical Industry
Ecology and Toxicology Centre (ECETOC) have therefore
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sponsored extensive new metabolism and toxicokinetic
studies focusing on species differences in the formation
and degradation of SO in rats, mice and humans. This
collaborative effort facilitates a more thorough understanding of the toxicologic significance of SO as an intermediate metabolite in humans exposed to styrene. The
following is a brief review of the previously published
information together with a summary of the new data
and the conclusions that can now be drawn.
METABOLISM OF STYRENE
In both humans and rodents, a large percentage of styrene is initially biotransformed to styrene-7,8-oxide (SO)
via microsomal cytochrome P450 monooxygenases. Once
formed, SO is either conjugated with glutathione via cytosolic enzymes or converted via microsomal epoxide hydratase to styrene glycol. Styrene glycol is in turn further
metabolized into the urinary metabolites mandelic acid
(MA), phenylglyoxylic acid (PGA), and benzoic acid or its
glycine conjugate hippuric acid.
MA and PGA are the two major urinary metabolites of
styrene in humans (Wolff et al., 1978; Guillemin and Bauer, 1978; Guillemin and Bauer, 1979; Korn et al, 1987; Lof
et al., 1986b; Bardodej and Bardodejova, 1970; Wigaeus
et al., 1983), while in rodents hippuric acid is one of the
main urinary metabolites of styrene (Ohtsuji and Ikeda,
1971). For humans, urinary MA and PGA have been
reported to represent 33.6% of the total styrene uptake
at the end of a 14 hour exposure period, 58% within 28
hours of the start of exposure, and 86% during four days
following exposure.
Styrene-7,8-oxide may also be detoxified by conjugation with glutathione (GSH) via cytosolic glutathione-Stransferases and biotransformation into mercapturic
acids which are excreted in the urine (Malonova and
Bardodej, 1983). The GSH pathway may be much more
important in rodents than in humans as a detoxification
route for SO, especially at high exposure concentrations.
For example, approximately 10% of a 250 mg/kg intraperitoneal injection of styrene in sesame oil was identified
in three sulphur-containing metabolites (glutathione
derivatives) in the urine of rats (Seutter-Berlage et al.
(1978). James and White (1967) had previously shown
that substantial amounts of mercapturic acid derivatives
occurred in the urine of rats and rabbits after dosing with
styrene or styrene oxide.
An additional minor metabolic pathway involves the
production of vinylphenols, possibly via arene oxide
intermediates. Bakke and Scheline (1970) reported that,

in rats, 0.1% of an oral dose of styrene (100 mg/kg in propylene glycol) was eliminated in urine as 4-vinylphenol.
Pantarotto et al. (1978) reported that 4-vinylphenol was
a minor metabolite in rats given an unspecified intraperitoneal dose of styrene. Conjugates of both 2-vinylphenol and 4-vinylphenol have been reported at low levels
in the urine of rats injected intraperitoneally (dose not
specified) with styrene (Hiratsuka et al., 1982). In vitro
covalent binding studies with proteins of the rat liver
endoplasmic reticulum also suggested that an arene oxide
may by formed as a minor metabolite of styrene (Pantarotto and Blonda, 1984). In humans, 4-vinylphenol has
been detected in the urine of workers exposed to a mean
styrene concentration of 130 ppm; the 4-vinylphenol
metabolite amounted to only about 0.3% of the amount of
urinary mandelic acid, indicating that the ring oxidation
is a minor metabolic pathway (Pfaffli et al., 1979; Pfaffli
et al., 1981). However, the possibility that 4- vinylphertol
in urine may have been due to an impurity in the styrene
has not been excluded.
In rats, 1-phenylethanol and 2-phenylethanol have
been reported as minor styrene metabolites in urine
(Bakke and Sheline, 1970). Delbresslne et al. (1981) reported that phenylaceturic acid (apparently produced via
conjugation of glycine with phenylacetic acid) was also a
minor styrene metabolite in rats. These authors suggested
that phenylacetic acid was produced by further oxidation of phenylacetaldehyde, which in turn resulted from
oxidation of 1- and 2-phenylethanol or intramolecular
rearrangement of styrene oxide. Metabolites derived from
phenylethanol have not been reported in humans.
ENZYME KINETIC STUDIES
Belvedere et al. (1977) evaluated the kinetic behavior of
microsomal styrene monooxygenase and SO hydratase in
male Sprague-Dawley rats, Swiss mice, New Zealand rabbits, and Dunkin-Hartley guinea pigs. The ratios of the apparent Km values of SO hydratase to styrene monooxygenase (Km hydratase/Km monooxygenase) were found to be
18.2, 6.4, 4.0 and 4.0 for the mouse, rabbit, rat and guinea
pig, respectively. The mouse, in comparison to other species, is more efficient in forming the epoxide than in detoxifying it. The authors suggested that the affinity of SO for
the hydratase is the limiting step for the overall metabolic
transformation of styrene; thus the speed of hydration of
SO, and not its formation, determines the rate at which styrene is detoxified. Subsequent studies by the same group
showed that both styrene monooxygenase and SO hydratase activities were present in liver, heart, lungs, spleen
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and kidneys of both male and female Sprague-Dawley
rats, CD1 mice, New Zealand rabbits, and Dunkin-Hartley
guinea pigs (Cantoni et al., 1978). The capacity of the liver
to form and detoxify SO was higher than for the other tissues in both sexes of all species considered. There were no
pronounced sex differences in hepatic enzymatic activities
from the four species considered. Consistent with the K.
values previously reported, the ratios of SO hydratase to
styrene monooxygenase activities were far lower in mouse
tissues than for rats, with the difference being especially
pronounced in lung tissue. The hydratase/monooxygenase
ratio was also especially low in rabbit lungs. Based on this
observation, the authors speculated that the mouse and
rabbit lung might be especially sensitive to the toxic action
of SO.
Tissue and species differences in the enzymes involved in SO metabolism have also been shown in vitro
by Pacifici et al. (1981). Using [7-3H] SO as substrate, GSH
S-transferase and SO hydratase activities were identified
in the liver, lung and kidney of nine species, including
humans. In all species, the activities of both enzymes
were higher in the liver than in the lung or kidney. The
baboon had the highest hepatic SO hydratase activity (31
nmol/mg/min) while the mouse had the lowest hepatic
activity of this enzyme (1.9 nmol/mg/min); the human
SO hydratase activity (12.7 nmol/mg/min) was intermediate between the mouse and baboon. Rodent species
had higher GSH S-transferase activities (149 nmol/mg/
min for mouse liver; 87 nmol/mg/min for rats) than
non-rodent species (25 nmol/mg/min for humans). The
authors concluded that in rodents SO should be preferentially detoxified by conjugation with glutathione in all
tissues, whereas in non-rodent species both conjugation
and hydration should play a significant role. The Chemical Industry Institute of Toxicology (CIIT) is currently
conducting detailed styrene metabolism studies that will
clarify the importance of the GSH pathway in rats and
mice in vivo.
Ryan et al. (1976) studied the in vitro metabolism of
SO by hepatic and extrahepatic subcellular fractions from
various rodent species (rats, rabbits and guinea pigs) and
in isolated perfused rabbit lung and rat liver preparations, using 8-”C-S0 as substrate. In all three species the
highest enzymatic activities of glutathione (GSH) S-transferase and epoxide hydratase were found in the liver.
The activities of both enzymes were also quite high in the
kidneys of all three species, while lung, skin, and intestinal mucosa activities were comparatively low. Rat testes
also had substantial activities of both GSH transferase
and epoxide hydratase (testes of rabbits and guinea pigs

10

were not evaluated). Rats and guinea pigs had higher
GSH S-transferase activity in both liver and kidney than
the rabbit.
In isolated, perfused rat liver and rabbit lung preparations, conjugation with glutathione was a major metabolic
pathway; however, significant amounts of diol were also
formed in each instance. In the rat liver, 27-40% of the
administered SO was excreted via the bile as a glutathione derivative [S-(1-phenyl-2-hydroxyethyl) glutathione].
No significant covalent binding of radiolabeled SO was
detected in the livers used in these organ perfusion experiments.
The detoxification of SO by human liver GSH S-transferase has been studied by Pacifici et al. (1987). GSH
Stransferase activity in adult human liver is known to
reside in several basic isozymes with isoelectric points
between pH 8 and 10, and one near neutral form (GSTp)
with an isoelectric point between pH 6 and 7. GSTp, the
most active isozyme in the conjugation of glutathione
with epoxides such as SO, is present in about one half of
the population. (Warholm et al., 1981). Individuals lacking the GSTp isozyme may have a lower capacity to detoxify SO than those who have such an isozyme, although
in general the GSH S-transferase pathway is believed to
be of minor importance in humans in comparison to the
epoxide hydratase pathway.
Stereochemical considerations are involved in the metabolism of styrene (Watabe et al., 1981; 1982a; Delbressine et al., 1981; Korn et al., 1987; Foureman et al., 1989).
The initial metabolic step in the metabolism of styrene
is the microsomal oxidation of the olefinic double bond
by cytochrome P-450, resulting in the formation of both
R- and S-7,8-styrene oxide. Both epoxide hydrolase and
glutathione transferase enzymes possess stereoselective
preference for the SO enantiomers. Studies by Drumond
et al. (1989) demonstrated that, in both rats and human
volunteers, MA formed from styrene was racemic whereas only the R-enantiomer of MA was excreted after ethylbenzene exposure. The stereochemical considerations
may be important in the toxicity of styrene; for example,
the R-styrene oxide is a stronger mutagen than the S-form
in the Ames test. Those data indicate that enantioselective
preference could lead to a difference in susceptibility to
styrene (Pagano et al., 1982).
In studies recently sponsored by SIRC, Mendrala
et al. (1992) evaluated the in vitro activities of enzymes
involved in the formation and degradation of SO in liver
and lung tissues from rats and mice, as well as in human liver tissue. Based on the V.., for styrene epoxidase
activity and the relative liver and body size, mice were
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found to have the greatest capacity and humans the
lowest capacity to form SO from styrene. Human epoxide
hydratase was found to have a greater affinity (i.e., lower
Km) for SO than epoxide hydratase from rats and mice,
indicating that human liver is more effective than rodent
liver in hydrolyzing low levels of SO. Prior exposure of
rats (1000 ppm, 6 hrs/day for 4 days) or mice (600 ppm,
6 hrs/day for days) to styrene had no apparent effect on
styrene epoxidase activity or GSH s-transferase activity in
either liver or lungs of rats or mice. However, there was a
1.6-fold increase in the activity of hepatic SO hydratase in
rats pre-exposed to styrene; this was consistent with the
observation previously reported by Parkki et al. (1976).
Prior exposure to styrene had no apparent effect on Km or
Vmax of hepatic styrene epoxidase in either rats or mice.
Assuming that repeated-dose styrene toxicity is due
primarily to SO, these in vitro studies confirm the observation that mice are more sensitive to styrene than rats,
and suggest that the rodents would be more sensitive
than humans.
TOXICOKINETICS
The pharmacokinetics of styrene in rats and humans were
described by Ramsey and Young (1978). Human volunteers
were exposed to 80 ppm styrene for 6 hours, and rats were
exposed to concentrations ranging from 80 to 1200 ppm for
6 hours. For both rats and humans exposed to 80 ppm, the
clearance of styrene from blood could be described with a
two-compartment linear pharmacokinetic model. However, when rats were exposed to higher concentrations between 200 and 600 ppm, the clearance process from blood
became saturated. For example, the maximum blood concentration of styrene in rats increased almost 80-fold when
the exposure concentration was increased 15-fold from 80
ppm to 1200 ppm. The results suggest that the rat may be a
good animal model for understanding the pharmacokinetics and toxicity of styrene, at least at concentrations up to
80 ppm. Anderson and Ramsey (1983) developed a physiologically-based pharmacokinetic (PBPK) model that accurately described the nonlinear behavior of styrene in rats
exposed to high concentrations. This model was also able
to accurately represent the data from humans exposed to
80 ppm styrene. Expanding on this work, Ramsey and Anderson (1984) simulated routes other than inhalation, and
applied the model to interspecies comparisons. The model
predictions indicated that styrene metabolism is saturated
at styrene exposure concentrations greater than 200 ppm
in rats, mice and humans. Additional studies by Anderson et al. (1984) focused on the pharmacokinetics in rats
under conditions in which the metabolism of styrene was

either induced or inhibited. Fischer 344 rats were exposed
to styrene concentrations ranging from 100 to 2000 ppm.
Subgroups of rats were pretreated with pyrazole (an inhibitor of styrene metabolism), phenobarbital (an inducer), or
styrene (1000 ppm, 6 hrs/day, 4 days). Pretreatment with
pyrazole essentially abolished styrene metabolism, while
phenobarbital increased Vmm, about 6-fold, and styrene increased V by a factor of 2.
Extensive information has recently been developed
regarding the kinetics of styrene-7,8-oxide (SO) as an
intermediate metabolite of styrene. The levels of styrene7,8-oxide (SO) in blood are expected to be very low
as a result of the rapid rate at which it is hydrolyzed and
conjugated. Lof et al. (1984) reported measurements of
SO in several tissues of mice intraperitoneally dosed with
radiolabelled styrene. SO was also reported at very low
levels ranging from 0.02 to 0.05 µg/m1 in venous blood
samples from several human subjects exposed to styrene
(Wigaeus et al., 1983; Lof et al., 1986a, 1986b). However,
the in vivo measurements of SO in these studies involved
analytical methods in which SO was detected only indirectly via acid hydrolysis to styrene glycol.
Due to the potential for analytical errors with the indirect methods, extremely sensitive direct analytical methods have recently been developed in studies sponsored
by SIRC and ECETOC (Langvardt et al., 1991; Kessler et
al., 1990). These direct methods were in close agreement
in showing that the in vitro half-life of SO in rat whole
blood was in the range of 24-26 minutes at 37°C, at an
initial blood concentration of approximately 10 µg/g.
The unexpectedly long half-life of SO in whole blood in
vitro indicates that SO is not as reactive as was hitherto
assumed. Kessler et al. (1990) found that at steady state,
the SO blood concentrations ranged from 0.008 to 0.45 µg/
ml in male Sprague-Dawley rats exposed to styrene air
concentrations of 20 ppm to 800 ppm, respectively. Near
maximum SO steady state blood levels were attained in
rats exposed to 260 ppm styrene, and exposure to higher
styrene concentrations resulted in very little increase in
SO blood levels. Additional studies by the same authors
showed that SO blood levels in B6C3F1 mice were approximately the same as in rats at lower styrene exposure
concentrations ranging between 20 and 260 ppm. At styrene exposure concentrations above 260 ppm, however,
the SO blood concentrations in male mice increased dramatically to approximately 6 µg/ml in animals exposed
to 800 ppm (Filser et al., 1991). The observed difference
in SO blood levels in rats and mice exposed to styrene in
these studies is therefore consistent with the differences
in sensitivity of the two species in recent inhalation toxic-
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ity studies sponsored by SIRC and NIEHS (Coombs, 1992;
Kenny et al, 1992; Roycroft, 1992).
Using the Langvardt et al. methodology, Nolan et al.
(1991) found that a single SO oral dose of 550 mg/kg resulted in peak blood levels of 12.9 µg/g in rats. During the
first 10 hours after rats were given a single 500 mg/kg oral
dose of styrene, the SO blood levels were relatively constant between 0.093 and 0.172 µg/g, confirming that the
metabolism of styrene was saturated. Thus, the blood SO
concentrations in rats in this study represent the highest
concentrations of SO that can occur in rats exposed orally
to styrene. While the peak SO blood concentrations were
much lower (<2%) after oral administration of 500 mg/kg
of styrene than after 550 mg/kg of SO, the area under the
blood SO concentration-time curve (AUC) for the styrene
dose was almost half of the AUC for the SO dose.
In additional SIRC-sponsored studies, Mendrala et al.
(1992) measured styrene and SO concentrations in blood
of naive and pre-exposed rats given a single oral dose of
500 mg/kg styrene. Styrene blood levels were similar in
the naive and previously exposed animals. Blood SO concentrations, on the other hand, seemed to be somewhat
higher in naive rats than in those previously exposed to
styrene, although the observed differences were not statistically significant. Nevertheless, the suggestion of lower
blood SO levels in previously exposed rats is consistent
with the apparent increase in hepatic SO hydratase activity in pre-exposed animals (see Metabolism section).
Csanady et al. (1994) developed a physiologically-based pharmacokinetic (PBPK) model that incorporates
consideration of SO as an intermediate metabolite of
styrene. Consistent with the previously discussed experimental animal data, the PBPK model shows pronounced
species differences in internal SO dosimetry following exposure to styrene, with rodents having far higher internal
SO doses than humans at any given external styrene exposure. The PBPK model has been utilized to demonstrate
the margin of safety in humans exposed occupationally to
styrene based on comparison of the internal SO dosimetry
in humans versus laboratory animals (ECETOC; 1992).
The predicted area under the SO blood concentration time
curve (AUCso) in humans exposed to 50 ppm styrene was
up to 400 times lower than in laboratory animals in longterm styrene or SO studies in which no treatment-related
systemic oncogenic response was observed. This large
margin of safety indicates that there is no reason to expect
adverse human health effects related to the low levels of
SO that could occur in humans exposed occupationally to
styrene.
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CONCLUSIONS
In summary, styrene is rapidly and extensively metabolized. The metabolism of styrene proceeds largely via styrene-7,8-oxide (SO), but recent studies have shown that
there are pronounced species differences in the internal
SO dosimetry following exposure to styrene. Rodents have
a greater capacity than humans to form SO from styrene,
while humans are more effective than rodents in detoxifying low levels of SO. The low levels of SO that could occur
in humans exposed occupationally to styrene concentrations in the range of 50 ppm are very unlikely to pose a
human health hazard.
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The Determination of Styrene
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ABSTRACT

tyrene levels in 12 commodities
were determined. The foods tested were wheat, oats, peanuts, pecans, coffee, beans, tomatoes, peaches,
strawberries, cinnamon, beef, chicken,
and milk. The samples were collected
in a manner that avoided contact with
styrene or any type of plastic. Analytical
measurements were performed using a
dynamic heated headspace purge-andtrap extraction technique followed by
quantification by selected ion monitoring
capillary gas chromatography/mass spectrometry. Method blanks, duplicate samples, and samples fortified with benzene
and styrene were used to assess method
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Styrene has been identified as a constituent of
a variety of foods, but
the methods of determination have varied
and questions have
been raised about the
extent to which styrene
occurs in raw agricultural commodities. This
study ensured that the
food samples analyzed
did not contact styrene-based polymers
during their collection
and handling, to exclude
the possibility of migration of styrene into the
samples from processing
or packaging . The highest measured concentrations of styrene were
found in cinnamon (169
to 39,200 ng/g); styrene
is structurally related
to cinnamic aldehyde
which is the principal
flavoring agent in cinnamon. Lower concentrations were found in
beef (5.25 to 7.85 ng/g)
and coffee beans (1.75
to 7.85 ng/g). Wheat, pecans, oats, strawberries,
and peaches contained
no more than 3 ng/g.
Styrene was not detected
in tomatoes, milk, and
chicken. Thus, styrene
occurs as a natural constituent of foods in the
human diet.
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performance. The limit of detection of the
method varied between food types but
was generally less than 2 ng/g for styrene.
The highest measured concentrations of
styrene were found in cinnamon (169 to
39,200 ng/g). Styrene concentrations in
beef samples ranged from 5.25 to 7.85
ng/g and in coffee beans ranged from 1.57
to 7.85 ng/g. Wheat, pecans, oats, strawberries, and peaches showed no styrene
concentrations greater than 3 ng/g. No
detectable styrene was found in tomatoes, milk, or chicken.
INTRODUCTION
Styrene was first discovered in 1827 via
the pyrolytic decarboxylation of organic
acids of Storax balsam. Storax (styrax) is
a pathological exudate produced in sapwood (balsam) and bark tissues of the
trees Liquidambar orientalis and Liquidambar styraciflua (Fenaroli, 1971).
Since that time, styrene has been
identified as a natural constituent in a
wide variety of foods and beverages
(Maarse, 1992). The formation of styrene
in foods and beverages can occur in
several ways. It can be formed, for
example, by bacteria in mold-ripened
cheese, during storage of grain (Wilkins
and Scholl, 1989; Wasowicz and Kaninski, 1988), or during the fermentation of
grapes. The following having been suggested as possible precursors of styrene
in food products: carotenoids (MacLeod
and Cave, 1975; Adda et al., 1989; and
Johnson et al., 1969); long chain hydro-
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MATERIALS AND METHODS
The determination of levels of styrene in the food samples
was conducted using an isotope dilution technique and
heated dynamic headspace purge-and-trap/capillary gas
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FIGURE 1. MODIFIED WHEATON PURGE VESSEL.
20/40 Ground Glass Joint

Total height: 14 cm

carbons (Min et al., 1977); fatty acids, shikimic acid (Ducruet, 1984); methyl arachidonate (Taylor and Mottram,
1990); 2-phenylethanol (Maarse and Visscher, 1989, 1990,
1991); glucose and phenylalanine (Westphal and Cieslik, 1981); and aldehydes (Min et al., 1977; Maarse and
Visscher, 1991). Since styrene in structurally similar to a
wide variety of flavorant molecules that occur naturally
(e.g., cinnamic acid, cinnamic aldehyde, cinnamyl acetate,
cinnamyl alcohol, cinnamyl benzoate, and cinnamyl
cinnamate), it is also possible that styrene can be formed
during the biodegradation of those substances.
The French scientist Pierre Berthelot discovered a
method for making styrene synthetically early in the 19th
century, and by the early 1900s, styrene was recognized as
an impurity of industrial processes using coal tar and petroleum cracking. Styrene was commercially unimportant until
World War II, when the U. S. government initiated a major
program to make synthetic rubber. Since that time, styrene
has become an important commodity chemical used in the
manufacture of numerous types of plastics, glass fiber-reinforced resins, protective coatings, and ion-exchange resins
in addition to synthetic rubber. Styrene in also an FDA-approved flavoring agent used, for example, in ice cream
and candy. Approximately two-thirds of styrene monomer
production is used in the manufacture of polystyrene. In
the United States, polystyrene is used extensively in food
packaging or food service applications.
In recent years, questions have been raised about
trace levels of styrene monomer in foods or beverages
that have been in contact with polystyrene packaging. It
is, therefore, important to determine the extent to which
styrene occurs in raw agriculture commodities that have
never been in contact with styrene-based polymers, so
that a more thorough understanding of the sources and
significance of very small quantities of styrene monomer
in the diet may be determined.
The purpose of this study was to determine the
amount of styrene present in several important raw agricultural commodities. Particular care was taken in sample
collection to ensure that only indigenous styrene was
measured. This involved the collection of samples at the
production site where possible and the use of collection,
handling, and shipping procedures designed to avoid
contact with styrene-containing materials.

Max internal
working volume:
75 ml

Note:
Drawing not to scale

Outside Diameter: 7 cm

chromatography/selected ion monitoring mass spectrometry. Quantification was performed by internal standardization with deuterated analogs of benzene and styrene.
Upon receipt, samples were placed in a freezer and
stored frozen until analysis. Samples were prepared for
analysis by homogenizing them in a glass blender with a
measured amount of volatile-free water. A weighed aliquot of the homogenized mixture was added to specially
designed purge vessels. The design of this vessel is shown
in Figure 1. Deuterated styrene was added to serve as an
internal quantitation standard. All sample preparation
activities were conducted in a volatile-free laboratory
dedicated to the preparation of samples for trace volatiles
analysis. The prepared samples were transported to the
GC/MS facility in an ice-filled cooler and analyzed within
2 h of preparation.
A schematic drawing of the analysis system is shown
in Figure 2. Collection of the styrene in the prepared
samples was accomplished by heating the purge vessel
and continuously sweeping the headspace with nitrogen.
Volatiles in the headspace were collected on an absorbent trap. Following the purge-and-trap cycle, the trap
was thermally desorbed into the GC/MS system, where
chromatographic separation and quantitation of the ana-
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FIGURE 2. HEATED DYNAMIC HEADSPACE PURGE AND TRAP SYSTEM.
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lytes were performed. Comparison of the areas of native
analyte peaks to the internal standard peaks was used
for quantification. Absolute recoveries of the internal
standards were determined using a recovery standard
(ethylbenzene-d10) added to the purge tower immediately
prior to sample analysis.

Sample Collection
Twelve agricultural commodities were collected by Stewart Agricultural Research Services (Macon, Missouri) from
typical production sites. The commodities collected were
cinnamon, coffee beans, strawberries, peanuts, pecans,
wheat, oats, tomatoes, peaches, raw milk, ground beef,
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and chicken. The samples were collected from a total of
eight states in the United States, as well as from one country in South America. At least three different samples were
taken for each commodity. Two subsamples, designated
as A and B, were collected for each of these samples. The
samples collected for strawberries, peanuts, pecans, wheat,
oats, tomatoes, and peaches were each taken from different
states. Imported coffee beans and cinnamon were collected in the United States from sites of market distribution.
Samples collected in the United States for cinnamon, coffee, raw milk, ground beef, and chicken were each taken in
one state. Two coffee samples from different growers were
collected in Colombia, South America. Different varieties
were sampled for imported cinnamon and coffee. While
different breeds of dairy cattle were used for milk samples,
only one breed of cattle was sampled for the ground beef.
In addition, only one chicken breed was sampled.
The samples were collected in a manner that avoided
contact with plastic or other potential sources of styrene.
All samples were collected solely by hand or by machine
(metal) and then by hand. Each sample was placed in a 1L
clean glass jar to prevent any potential contact with plastic or styrene. After collection, the samples were frozen
(except the South American coffee samples) and shipped
to the laboratory by refrigerated truck. Upon receipt, the
samples were inventoried, checked for breakage, assigned
sample numbers, sealed with evidence tape, and stored
in a locked freezer in a restricted access laboratory. All
samples were received in good condition, with the exception of one sample of chicken, which arrived in a broken
container and was discarded.
Sample Preparation
The variety of samples resulted in different handling.
Sample handling was kept to a minimum to avoid compromising sample integrity. Coffee beans, peanuts, wheat,
ground beef, and oats were drawn from the center of the
container and were analyzed whole. The strawberries and
pecans were analyzed by removing one or two berries or
nuts from the containers. Approximately 10 g of each were
processed by grinding and included stems, shells, etc. The
tomatoes and peaches were pulled from the container and
sliced through the center to obtain the appropriate weight.
The peach pit was not included in the sample. The raw
milk was shaken before removing an aliquot for analysis.
The chicken was analyzed by slicing through the skin,
meat, and bone to obtain the sample, however, no cartilage
from the end bones was used. The samples that required
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thawing (milk, ground beef, chicken) before sampling
were placed in an ice-filled cooler and allowed to thaw under these conditions until sampling could take place.
Approximately 20 g of the solid samples were
weighed and placed in a blender. A weighed amount of
volatile-free water was added to facilitate blending. The
amount of water added depended on the food type and
ranged from 40 to 70 mL. Each sample was blended until
a finely divided and visually homogeneous mixture was
obtained. The time required for homogenization ranged
from 30 to 60 sec, depending on the food type. Aliquots
of the homogenized mixtures representing 10 g of sample
were accurately weighed directly into a custom purge
vessel (see Figure 1). Milk, which was the only liquid
sample, was shaken manually for approximately 30 sec
and added directly to the purge vessel. Due to the high
levels of styrene present in the cinnamon samples, 10-mg
aliquots were taken for analysis of styrene in these samples. Benzene levels in cinnamon were measured using
20 g of sample.
Each sample was spiked with 50 ng of each internal
standard, yielding internal standard concentrations corresponding to 5 ng/g of sample. A Teflon®-coated stir bar
was added, and the purge vessel was immediately sealed,
placed in an ice-filled cooler, and analyzed within 2 h of
preparation.
For spiked samples, approximately 40 g of sample
were transferred to the blender for homogenization.
The sample was homogenized, and two individual 10-g
aliquots were prepared. One of the aliquots was analyzed
immediately to determine the native levels of benzene
and styrene in the sample. The second 10-g aliquot was
then spiked with both analytes at approximately twice the
level of the analyte with the highest concentration in the
unspiked sample.
A laboratory method blank was prepared for each
analysis day and each commodity type by blending volatile-free water for the same time as for the samples (30 to
60 sec), transferring an appropriate amount of the water
to the purge vessel and adding internal standards at the
same levels as for the samples. The amount of water used
to prepare the method blank for each commodity type
was the same as that used to prepare the commodity for
analysis.
Sample Analyses
A dynamic heated headspace purge-and-trap procedure
was used to purge volatile organic compounds from the
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samples and transfer them into a gas chromatograph/
mass spectrometer (GC/MS) for analysis. The GC/MS system (Hewlett-Packard Model 5890 GC/Finnigan OWA 1050
MS) was operated in the selected ion monitoring mode and
was calibrated over a range of 1 to 500 ng for styrene, representing levels in the food products of 0.1 to 50 ng/g, based
on analysis of 10-g aliquots of samples. Instrument calibration was performed by adding standards to the purge
tower, along with ethylbenzene-dm as a recovery standard.
Relative response factors were calculated for styrene using
the deuterated analog (styrene-d8) as the internal standard.
The response factor for the internal standard was calculated using deuterated ethyl-benzene. The response factor for
the internal standard was used to calculate absolute internal standard recoveries during sample analysis.
Upon completion of the setup and calibration procedures, 50 ng of the system recovery standard was added
to the purge tower. The purge vessel containing the
previously prepared samples was attached to the purgeandtrap device. The stirred sample was heated to approximately 75°C and purged for 20 min. Upon completion
of the purge cycle, the sorbent trap was rapidly heated to
approximately 180°C. The desorbed analytes were directed onto the GC column for separation and mass spectral
detection.
Identification of the target analytes was accomplished
by comparing peak areas of the ions monitored (abundance ratios) and retention times of the ions monitored
and retention times of peaks in the samples with those of
the corresponding internal standards. The primary and
secondary ions monitored for styrene were m/z 104 and
m/z 78, respectively. For deuterated styrene, the primary
and secondary ions were m/z 112 and m/z 84, respectively.
Quantitative determination of peaks that passed the
identification criteria was conducted using the relative
response factors obtained during instrument calibration,
the integrated area counts of the quantitation ions for
the target analytes, and the internal standards obtained
during sample analysis. A final sample concentration was
obtained by dividing the mass of analyte found by the
mass of sample taken for analysis.
Limits of detection for each individual food type were
calculated at three times the concentration of styrene
found in the laboratory method blanks. Generally, the
limits of detection were less than 2 ng/g. Method precision was determined by analyzing duplicate samples for
each food type. Method precision, calculated as the relative percent difference between the two samples, ranged

from 3.84% for wheat to 28.9% for beef. These duplicate
analyses were performed at levels approaching the limit
of detection, where the analytical method can be expected
to show the greatest variability. Method accuracy was
demonstrated through the analysis of samples fortified
with styrene for each food type. Accuracy, expressed as
percent recovery, ranged from 59% to 126%.
RESULTS
The results of the analysis of select food types are given
in Table 1. Detectable levels of styrene were found in all
food types with the exception of tomatoes, pecans, milk,
and chicken. The highest levels of styrene were found in
samples of cinnamon, where concentrations ranging from
169 to 39,200 ng/g were measured. Beef samples showed
styrene concentrations ranging from 5.25 to 7.85 ng/g, and
coffee beans had styrene concentrations ranging from 1.57
to 7.14 ng/g. Wheat, peanut, oats, and strawberries had
lower styrene concentrations, with no samples showing
levels above 3 ng/g. Styrene was detected in only one of
three samples of peaches at a concentration of approximately 0.2 to 0.3 ng/g.
Due to the high levels of styrene measured in cinnamon, full mass scan spectra were obtained to confirm
the presence of styrene in the samples. A spectrum of
the peak identified as styrene in a cinnamon sample was
consistent with a literature spectrum of styrene. Coelution with the internal standard and the mass spectrum
obtained confirmed the identity of this peak as styrene.
DISCUSSION
Styrene was detected in 8 of 12 of the selected food types.
The presence of styrene in the raw agricultural commodities could not be due to migration from packaging since
specific measures were taken to ensure that the food samples were not in contact with styrene or any type of styrene-based polymer or copolymer.
High concentrations of styrene (up to 39,200 ng/g)
were found in the cinnamon samples. This result is
not surprising in view of the close structural similarity
between styrene and cinnamic aldehyde, the principal
constituent of cinnamon flavoring.
The results of this study indicate that styrene may be a
natural constituent of many foods. The occurrence of styrene in processed food cannot, therefore, be automatically
assumed to be related to contact with styrene-based polymers. This fact must be taken into consideration when
determining the origin and significance of low levels of
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TABLE 1
Sample Analysis Results
Food Type

Origin

Styrene (ng/g)

Food Type

Origin

Styrene (ng/g)

Wheat

Missouri

0.442

Pecans

Missouri

ND (2.56)

0.576
Oregon

ND (1.66)

1.71

Georgia

3.52
New York

ND (1.24)

0.484

Texas

0.529
Peanuts

Texas

2.14

Oregon
Washington

Imported

1.02
6.44

California
Chinaᵉ
Sri Lankaf

Colombia, South America

Indonesiaᵍ

1.88

Missouri

ND (0.21)c

Georgia
New York

ND (0.22)

0.233
0.568
1.24

New Yorkᵈ

ND (0.79)
ND (0.77)

Oregon
Missouri

ND (0.65)

7.85
5.42

Chicken

Missouri

ND (0.19)

New Yorkᵈ

6.07
5.91

Missouri

ND (0.20)

Oregon

6.35
5.25

Missouri

ND (0.95)
ND (0.68)

ND (0.18)
Oats

Missouri

ND (0.21)

ND (0.22)

ND (0.44)
ND (0.43)

Beef

ND (0.19)
Peaches

ND (0.40)
ND (0.38)

Missouri

ND (0.23)
New York

ND (0.44)
ND (0.41)

Missouri

7.14

ND (0.22)
Oregon

Missouri

1.99

3.55
Tomatoes

39,200
36,500

Milk

1.99
Colombia, South America

169th
175th

4.79
1.90

2,330
2,720

1.82
1.57

Colombia, South America

0.397
0.370

Cinnamon

6.18
Colombia, South Americaᵇ

0.770
3.09

1.18
Coffee Beans

2.54
2.78

1.20
3.36

Oklahoma

ND (1.58)
ND (1.79)

Strawberries

2.17 mpcᵃ
Georgia

ND (1.25)

Missouri

ND (0.94)
ND (1.07)

ᵃ mpc = maximum possible concentration. Response noted for
quantitation ion at correct retention time, however, ion ratio with other
characteristic ion did not meet qualitative criteria.
b
Three jars of this commodity were received and analyzed

1.64

c ND = not detected. Value in parentheses is the estimated detection
limit based on actual sample size and the lowest calibration point.
ᵈ Two jars of each received

0.827

ᵉ

Cinnamomum cassia, Tung Hing, from China.

0.870

f

Cinnamomum cassia, Zeylanicum, from Sri Lanka.

ᵍ

Cinnamomum cassia, Korintji, Grade A, from Indonesia.

h Ion abundance ratio out of criteria for SIM but confirmed with fullscale MS.
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styrene monomer in the diet.
This work was sponsored by the Styrene Information
and Research Center and the Polystyrene Packaging Council, Inc. Copies of a complete final report from Midwest
Research Institute (Steele, 1992) are available through the
Styrene Information and Research Center, 1275 K Street,
N.W., Suite 400, Washington, D.C. 20005.
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An Updated Cohort Mortality Study of
Workers Exposed to Styrene in the
Reinforced Plastics and Composite Industry
Otto Wong, Sc.D., Lisa S. Trent, M.S., and M. Donald Whorton, M.D.
The SIRC-sponsored cohort mortality study of U.S. reinforced plastics (RP) industry workers has been updated for an additional 12 years, extending follow-up to a period of 42 years from 1948 through 1989. The greatly
improved follow-up time and the significantly reduced portion of the workforce lost to follow-up (16% formerly to 3% currently) significantly reduce the limitations of the earlier study. A total of 307,932 person-years
were contributed by 15,826 workers, averaging 19.6 years each, and marking a large increase over the previous
average of 7.7 years per worker.
In addition to improvements in follow-up, improvements in the ability to examine the risks of individual
processes were realized by the development of six different process categories, each with job activities and
exposure profiles distinctive to combinations of styrene and concomitantly used materials. Standardized mortality ratios (SMRs) were computed, expressing the number of deaths observed in the cohort as percentages
of expected deaths based on the U.S. general population. SMRs were used to assess overall and cause-specific
mortality and to compare cohort subgroups with different lengths of employment, time since first exposure,
cumulative exposure, and process category experience. In addition, the Cox proportional hazard model was
used to analyze selected causes of death by continuous cumulative exposure levels, with reference to only
internal cohort-specific data.
There was no evidence among the findings for a link between styrene exposure or styrene processes and increased mortality from any cause. In particular, deficits in lymphoma and leukemia were demonstrated. In the
entire cohort, 1628 deaths from all causes were observed, compared with 1509 expected, yielding a statistically
significant mortality excess (SMR=108). Mortality risk increased with time since first exposure, but decreased
with length of exposure and cumulative exposure. The latter patterns are counter-indicative of an effect from
styrene exposure. Moreover, the notable lack of “healthy worker effect” is unusual for an occupational cohort
and suggests that factors related to socioeconomic status, smoking and other lifestyle factors may have a strong
influence on the health of the group.

M

ABSTRACT

ortality data have been updated for an additional 12 years for a cohort of workers in the reinforced plastics and composites industry with
exposures to styrene monomer and other chemicals. The

Reprinted with permission from Occupational and Environmental Medicine, 1994, vol. 51, no. 6, pp 386-397 by Wong, Trent, and
Whorton (Published by BMJ Publishing Group).
Otto Wong, Applied Health Sciences, 181 Second Avenue, San Mateo, California 94401
Lisa Trent and M. Donald Whorton, ENSR Health Sciences, 1320
Harbor Bay Parkway, Alameda, California, 94501
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cohort consisted of 15,826 male and female employees who
were exposed to styrene for at least 6 months between 1948
and 1977 at 30 participating manufacturing plants in the
United States. A total of 1,628 deaths were reported during
the extended observation period, 19481989. Mortality from
a number of causes showed significant increases: all causes, all cancers, esophageal cancer, lung cancer, cancer of
cervix uteri, cancer of other female genital organs, hypertensive heart disease, certain nonmalignant respiratory
disease, motor vehicle accidents and homicides. However,
when mortality data were examined in terms of length of
employment, length of styrene exposure and cumulative
styrene exposure, no upward trend was detected in any of
these causes of death. Most of the mortality increases were
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observed among workers who were employed for only 6
months to a year or who had very low cumulative exposure (< 10 ppm-years). Therefore, the increased mortality
was not likely related to styrene exposure. Several explanations for the increased mortality are offered, including low
socioeconomic status, smoking, and lifestyle factors characteristic of short-term workers. There was no increased
mortality from lymphatic and hematopoietic cancers overall or from any specific hematologic malignancies. In particular, no increase in mortality from non-Hodgkin’s lymphoma, Hodgkin’s disease, multiple myeloma or leukemia
was found. Furthermore, detailed exposure-response analyses did not reveal any relationship between styrene exposure and any of these hematologic malignancies. The lack
of an exposure-response relationship further supports the
conclusion that workers in the reinforced plastics industry in this study did not experience any increased risk of
lymphatic and hematopoietic cancers as a result of their
exposure to styrene.
INTRODUCTION
Styrene is a commercially important chemical widely used
in the manufacture of synthetic rubber, resins, polyesters,
plastics and insulators. The biomedical effects of styrene
have been studied both experimentally and epidemiologically. There are extensive publications on the mutagenicity of styrene. In a recent comprehensive review, Preston
has concluded that styrene is not mutagenic, but that more
studies are needed to determine the role of styrene oxide
as a mutagenic intermediary in the metabolism of styrene
in vivo.1 Furthermore, results from existing cytogenetic
studies have also been somewhat equivocal.2,3
The potential carcinogenic effects of styrene in humans
have been assessed primarily through occupational epidemiologic studies. Occupational exposure to styrene can be
found in the following industries: styrene-butadiene rubber, styrene monomer and polymerization, and reinforced
plastics (RP). In the first two industries, levels of styrene
exposure are relatively low, generally less than 5 parts per
million (ppm), but the potential for exposure to many other chemicals may be high. By comparison, levels of styrene exposure in the RP industry have been and remain
relatively high, with time-weighted averages (TWA) up to
200 ppm in some instances. Additionally, the potential for
coexposures, such as benzene or 1,3-butadiene, is much
lower or non-existent in the RP industry. Thus, the RP
industry offers the most suitable human data to address
some of the health issues of styrene.
Wong⁴ previously reported the mortality of a cohort

of nearly 16,000 male and female workers in the U.S. RP
industry. The overall mortality was as expected. No significant mortality increase from cancer of all sites or from any
specific site was found. However, because of the relatively
young cohort and the short follow-up, the study did not
have adequate statistical power to detect a modest increase
in certain diseases such as leukemia.” In addition, the proportion of cohort members with unknown vital status was
high (16%), further limiting interpretation of the study results. The study has now been updated, and this report
summarizes the conduct and results of the updated study.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
The original cohort consisted of 15,908 male and female
employees at 30 RP plants.⁴ To be included in the cohort,
an employee must have worked in areas with exposure to
styrene for at least 6 months between 1 January 1948 and
31 December 1977. The study has now been updated from
1977 to 1989. Sources of vital status information in the update included the participating plants, the Social Security
Administration’s Death Master File, the National Center
for Health Statistics’ National Death Index, and a commercial retail credit bureau. Based on information from these
sources, death certificates were obtained from individual
state health departments. Causes of death were coded according to the revision of the International Classification
of Diseases (ICD) in effect at the time of death.
Person-years of observation started after 6 months of
styrene exposure, and ended on the date of death or 31
December 1989 (whichever was earlier). For individuals
“lost to follow-up” (unknown vital status), person-years
were counted up to the last date of contact. Person-years
were classified by age (5-year groups), gender and calendar year (5-year groups). Expected deaths were based on
U.S. national age-gender-cause-race-year-specific death
rates. Cause-specific standardized mortality ratios (SMRs)
were computed using the University of Pittsburgh OCMAP
computer program.7 Because race information was missing
from employment records for most of the cohort, for SMR
calculations the entire cohort was assumed to be white.
The Cox proportional hazards model (PHM) was also
used in analyzing a number of selected causes of death.8,9
One important advantage of the PHM was that the actual
exposure data (e.g., length of exposure in years and cumulate exposure in ppm-years), instead of grouped data,
could be used. An additional advantage was that only internal cohort data were used, whereas SMR analyses were
based on comparisons to external populations. The actual
computation was performed using the SAS PHREG proce-
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dure.10 Independent variables included age, gender, length
of exposure and cumulative exposure. Because of software
limitations, both length of exposure and cumulative exposure were treated as fixed variables in the PHM analysis.
This had little practical impact on the results, since most
deaths occurred after 1977, when work and exposure assignments were truncated (see below).
The 30 RP plants in the study manufactured a variety
of RP pioducts including sheet molding compounds, bulk
molding compounds, tanks, pipes, ducts, boats, panels,
auto parts, trays, and small parts. The first year of styrene
use ranged from 1948 to 1968. At the time of the original
epidemiologic study, a parallel exposure assessment study
was conducted by A.D. Little, Inc.11 Individual plants were
visited by a field survey team, and a detailed industrial
hygiene assessment was conducted at each plant to measure current (i.e., around 1980) exposure levels of styrene
and other substances. In addition, information on work
practices, past industrial hygiene measurements, process
changes and modifications, engineering controls and personal protective equipment was also obtained.
A job-exposure matrix was developed for each plant,
assigning a current styrene 8-hour TWA and an exposure
range to each job. Based on a consideration of information
on changes over time, historical TWAs were likewise estimated. Job categories whose typical TWA estimates for
styrene were low included finish and assembly (5 ppm),
store and ship (5 ppm), office and others (2 ppm), inject
molding (4 ppm), field service (5 ppm), perform production (7 ppm), and pultrusion (5 ppm). Job categories with
moderate TWAs (20-45 ppm) included sheet molding compound production, gel coating, and winding. A typical
styrene exposure in the spray up/lay up job category was
60 ppm TWA with a range of 5 to 120 ppm, reflecting considerable differences among facilities and nature of specific work activities. Overall, TWAs by job category ranged
from 1 to 200 ppm.
In the current study, six process categories with relatively similar exposures to styrene and other substances
were created based on the A.D. Little survey and a consideration of both processes and job activities. The six categories are: open mold processing, mixing and closed mold
processing, finishing operations, plant support, maintenance and preparation, and supervisory and professional.
A quantitative styrene exposure index was also developed. Based on the employment history of each cohort
member and the exposure estimates derived from the
job-exposed matrix for that particular plant, an appropriate TWA was assigned to each job in an individual’s
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employment history. A cumulative exposure in terms of
ppm-years, calculated as the sum of products of TWA and
duration of exposure of each job, was developed for each
cohort member.
For approximately 550 individuals (3% of the total
cohort), specific departments and jobs were not available
from their employment records. These individuals had
more than 6 months of employment after styrene use
was introduced at their respective plants, and were presumably exposed. However, the exposure levels were
unknown, and for the purpose of calculating cumulative
exposures, 0 ppm was assigned to these unknown jobs. In
addition, for a small number of jobs, even though job titles were available from employment records, it was not
possible to quantify the exposure levels. These jobs were
non-specific in nature, and tended to involve minimal exposure. In the cumulative exposure calculation, a value of
5 ppm was assigned to these jobs. It was not feasible to
update employment histories of cohort members for the
current investigation. Therefore, all work assignments as
well as exposure assignments were truncated at the end of
1977, the closing date of the original study.

TABLE 1
Descriptive statistics of the cohort
Description

No of workers (%)

Total cohort

15826

Male

11958

(75·6)

Female

3868

(24·4)

Duration of employment (y) at 31 December 1977:
0·5–0·9

3712

(23·5)

1·0–1·9

3528

(22·3)

2·0–4·9

4326

(27·3)

≥ 5·0

4260

(26·9)

Cumulative exposure in ppm-years at 31 December 1977:
Less than 10·0

3778

(23·9)

10·0–29·9

4119

(26·0)

30·9–99·9

4210

(26·6)

≥ 100·0

3719

(23·5)

Vital status at 31 December 1989:
Alive

13651

(86·2)

Dead

1628

(10·3)

With death certificates

1586

(97·4)

Without death certificates

42

(2·6)

547

(3·5)

Unknown
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RESULTS
was not large (7.9%), it was statistically significant at the
0.01 level. Also statistically significant was the increase for
During the update, an extensive review of the data identified 30 duplicate records in
the original study, which
were consolidated. In ad- TABLE 2
dition, work histories of Observed and expected deaths by cause, SMRs and 95% CIs for all cohort members
Cause of death (based on ICD revision at time of death
Obs
Exp
SMR
(95% CI)
the entire cohort were also
All causes of death
1628
1509·48
107·9** (102·7–113·2)
thoroughly
examined.
All malignant neoplasms
425
367·86
115·5** (104·8–127·1)
A total of 52 individuals
Cancer of buccal cavity and pharynx
6
8·96
67·0
(24·6–145·8)
were found to have less
Cancer of digestive organs and peritoneum
90
81·87
109·9
(88·4–135·1)
than six months of styrene
Cancer of oesophagus
14
7·30
191·7*
(104·8–321·7)
exposure, and were thus
Cancer of stomach
6
11·29
53·1
(19·5–115·7)
ineligible for the cohort.
Cancer of large intestine
36
30·39
118·4
(83·0–164·0)
Included in the final analCancer of biliary passages and liver
8
6·64
120·5
(52·0–237·4)
ysis were 15,826 workers
Cancer of pancreas
19
16·78
113·2
(68·2–176·8)
with at least six months
Cancer of respiratory system
168
120·62
139·3** (119·0–162·0)
of styrene exposure (TaCancer of larynx
4
3·92
102·0
(27·8–261·2)
ble 1). The total number
Cancer of bronchus, trachea, lung
162
115·19
140·6** (119·8–164·0)
of person-years increased
Cancer of all other respiratory system
2
1·51
132·8
(16·1–479·7)
from 122,078 in the origiCancer of breast
14
22·43
62·4
(34·1–104·7)
All uterine cancers (women only)
11
5·57
197·3
(98·5–353·1)
nal study to 307,932 in the
Cancer of cervix uteri (women only)
10
3·53
283·5** (135·9–531·3)
updated study. The perCancer of other female genital organs
13
6·45
201·6*
(107·4–344·8)
cent of workers with unCancer of prostate (men only)
19
13·61
139·6
(84·0–218·0)
known vital status in the
Cancer of testes and other male genital organs
2
2·44
82·1
(9·9–296·7)
updated study (3.5%) had
Cancer of kidney
15
5·56
175·2
(98·1–289·0)
been reduced substantialCancer of bladder and other urinary organs
5
6·30
79·3
(25·8–185·1)
ly, compared to that in the
Cancer of central nervous system
8
13·63
58·7
(25·3–115·6)
original study (16.1%). The
Cancer of all lymphatic , haematopoietic tissues
31
37·73
82·2
(55·8–116·6)
number of deaths idenLymphosarcoma and reticulosarcoma
4
5·53
72·3
(19·7–185·0)
tified was 1,628 (10.3%).
Hodgkin's disease
4
4·46
89·7
(24·5–229·7)
Death certificates were obLeukaemia and aleukaemia
11
14·81
74·3
(37·1–132·9)
tained for 1,586 decedents
Cancer of all other lymphopoietic tissue
12
12·93
92·8
(48·0–162·1)
(97.4%). The 42 decedents
Diabets mellitus
16
22·70
70·5
(40·3–114·5)
without death certificates
Cerebrovascular disease
71
63·72
111·4
(87·0–140·6)
were included in the overAll heart disease
489
483·92
101·0
(92·3–110·4)
all SMRs but not in any
Ischaemic heart disease
398
383·97
103·7
(93·7–114·4)
cause-specific SMRs.
Chronic endocardial disease; other myocardial insufficiency
16
12·69
126·1
(72·1–204·8)
Hypertension with heart disease
18
9·68
185·9*
(110·2–293·8)
Table 2 presents the
All other heart disease
52
67·75
76·8
(57·3–100·7)
cause-specific SMR analNon–malignant respiratory disease
51
36·28
140·6*
(104·7–184·8)
ysis for the entire cohort.
Influenza and pneumonia
23
25·85
89·0
(56·4–133·5)
In general, results for
Bronchitis, emphysema, asthma
23
18·05
127·4
(80·8–191·2)
both males and females
Other non–malignant respiratory disease
51
36·28
140·6*
(104·7–184·8)
were similar, and, thereCirrhosis of liver
38
46·88
81·1
(57·4–111·3)
fore, results will not be
All external causes of death
301
265·81
113·2*
(100·8–126·8_
presented separately by
Accidents
183
166·44
109·9
(94·6–127·1)
gender. Overall mortality
Motor vehicle accidents
116
93·59
123·9
(102·4–148·7)
was elevated for the entire
Homicides and other external causes
49
35·56
137·8*
(101·9–182·2)
cohort. Although the inUnknown causes (in all causes category only)
42
crease in overall mortality *p < 0·05; **p < 0·01· No of persons = 15826; Person–years = 307932·
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all cancers (SMR = 115.5) A 10% increase (not significant)
in cancer of the digestive organs was observed for the entire cohort. There were 14 deaths ascribed to esophageal
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cancer, significantly higher than the 7.30 expected (SMR
= 191.7). On the other hand, the number of deaths from
stomach cancer was only half of the expected (SMR = 53.1,
not significant). Mortality from lung cancer was
significantly
elevated
(SMR = 140.6), whereas
mortality from cancer of
the larynx was as expected (SMR = 102.0). There
were two breast cancer
deaths among males, but
mortality from breast
cancer among females
was significantly lower
than expected (SMR =
54.3). On the other hand,
SMRs from both cancer
of cervix uteri (SMR =
283.5) and cancer of other female genital organs,
which included ovary,
fallopian tube and broad
ligament, vagina, vulva
and other unspecific sites
(SMR = 201.6), were significantly raised. There
were 15 deaths due to
kidney cancer, compared
to 8.56 expected (SMR
= 175.2, 95% CI = 98.1289.0). Both male and
female workers showed
a similar increase in kidney cancer. There were
31 deaths from cancer of
the lymphatic and hematopoietic tissues, lower
than the 37.73 expected
(SMR = 82.2). All four
sub-categories of hematologic malignancies
showed a non-significant deficit. In particular, there were 11 deaths
due to leukemia, whereas 14.81 were expected
(SMR = 74.3).
For all heart disease,
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the number of deaths was slightly above expected (489 vs.
483.92). The SMR for hypertensive heart disease of 185.9
was statistically significant. Mortality from all non-malignant respiratory diseases was elevated (SMR = 121.0), and
the excess was close to being statistically significant. The
SMR for other nonmalignant respiratory disease was 140.5,
statistically significant. Mortality from all external causes

was significantly elevated (SMR = 113.2). The excess came
primarily from motor vehicle accidents (SMR = 123.9) and
homicides (SMR = 137.8).
Table 3 shows the cause-specific mortality patterns by
latency (time since first exposure to styrene). In the < 10
year latency group, there were several mortality increases,
including esophageal cancer; bladder cancer; cerebrovas-
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cular disease; hypertensive heart disease; bronchitis, emphysema, asthma; and homicides. However, none of the
increases was statistically significant. For the groups with
10-19 and 20+ years of latency, a number of causes of death
showed significant increases, including overall mortality
and lung cancer. For the 10-19 year latency group, SMRs
for esophageal cancer, prostate cancer and other non-malignant respiratory disease were significantly elevated.
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Mortality from cancer of other female genital organs was
highest among those with 20+ years of latency.
Table 4 presents analysis by duration of employment.
No upward trend was detected for any cause of death.
In fact, most of the mortality increases occurred among
workers who had worked in the RP industry for only 6
months to a year. For example, the highest SMRs for
overall mortality, all cancers, lung cancer, cancer of cer-
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vix uteri, all heart disease, ischemic heart disease, other
nonmalignant respiratory disease and homicides were all
reported among workers employed for 6 months to a year,
and most of these SMRs were significant.
On the other hand, no significantly elevated SMRs
were reported in either the 5-9.9 or 10+ year group. For
most causes, there was a general tendency of lower SMRs
associated with a longer duration of employment in the

RP industry. A similar analysis based on length of styrene
exposure was also performed (Table 5). For the majority
of the cohort (98%), length of exposure was the same as
length of employment. Therefore, the results presented in
Table 5 are similar to those in Table 4. That is, the < 1 year
exposure group had the greatest number of significantly
elevated SMRs, and no upward trend was detected for any
cause. In particular, there was no exposure-response rela-
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tionship found for lymphatic and hematopoietic cancers
overall, or for any of the specific sub-categories of hematologic malignancies.
Table 6 shows the analysis based on cumulative exposure. The categories were chosen to approximate quartiles
in the distribution of cumulative exposure. The highest
cumulative exposure experienced was 2,633 ppm-years
attained by an individual whose length of exposure was
12.5 years. This employee was engaged in the lay-up and
spray-up process, and he was an active employee on 31
December 1977. In the 100+ ppm-year group, the average
cumulative exposure was 298 ppm-years.
No significant mortality increase was observed for the
highest (100+ ppm-years) cumulative exposure group, except for hypertensive heart disease. On the other hand,
the lowest (< 10 ppm-years) cumulative exposure group
demonstrated a greater number of significant cause-specific mortality excesses. For example, both < 10 ppm-year and
the 10-29.9 ppm-year groups showed significant excesses
in overall mortality, whereas overall mortality in the two
groups with higher cumulative exposure (30-99.9 and 100+
ppm-years) was similar to the expected. Similarly, significant lung cancer SMRs were observed only for the two
groups with low cumulative exposure (< 10 and 10-29.9
ppm-years). In particular, there was no upward trend for
any of the specific categories of hematologic malignancies
with increasing cumulative exposure.
Cause-specific mortality patterns by cumulative expo-
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sure were further examined in relation to latency, and no association was found. In particular, no association was found
between cumulative styrene exposure and all lymphatic and
hematopoietic cancers (or leukemia), even among workers
with more than 20 years of latency (Table 7).
Analyses were also performed using the six process
categories described earlier. Within each category, workers
were classified by duration of employment: never, < 1 year,
1-2 years and > 2 years. There was no upward trend for
any cause-specific mortality by duration of employment
in any of the categories. To save space, we only present
results for those employed for more than 2 years in each
category (Table 8). No significant increase was found for
any cause of death in the > 2 year groups in any of the categories, with the exception of cancer of the biliary passages
and liver for plant office and support and lung cancer for
maintenance and preparation. On the other hand, several
mortality excesses were observed among short-term (< 2
years) employees in these process categories.
Because the OCMAP program does not provide any
analysis for non-Hodgkin’s lymphoma or multiple myeloma, these sites were evaluated by a separate program
using 1950-1980 U.S. age-specific rates compiled by the
National Cancer Institute.12 It should be noted that using
1950-1980 rates might have slightly underestimated the
expected deaths for later years, 1981-1989. No significant
mortality increase from either non-Hodgkin’s lymphoma or multiple myeloma was found. For nonHodgkin’s
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cancer of female genital organs (cervix uteri and female
genital organs), kidney cancer, all lymphatic and hematopoietic cancer, non-Hodgkin’s lymphoma, multiple myeloma, and leukemia. Independent variables included in
the model consisted of age, gender, cumulative exposure
and length of exposure to styrene.
Table 9 shows that only age was a significant risk factor
in some of the diseases. In particular, cumulative exposure
was not associated with an increased mortality from any
of these diseases. For lung cancer, a slight inverse relationship was observed between mortality risk and length of
exposure. A similar analysis was performed with length of
exposures, which was highly correlated with cumulative
exposure, removed from the model. The results were essentially the same. In addition, we also conducted similar
analyses based on a stepwise regression for the inclusion
of independent variables. Again, the results were similar,
i.e., neither cumulative exposure nor length of exposure
to styrene was found to be a significant independent variable. The results based on the stepwise regression analyses
will not be presented.
DISCUSSION

lymphoma, 10 deaths were reported, compared to 12.41
expected. The corresponding SMR was 80.6 (95% CI: 38.8148.2). Six deaths were from multiple myeloma, compared
to 4.47 expected. The SMR was slightly elevated (SMR =
133.9, 95% CI: 49.0-291.7), but the increase was not significant.
Data for selected causes of death were also analyzed
using the Cox proportional hazards model. The selected
causes of death included esophageal cancer, lung cancer,
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In the updated study, mortality from a number of causes
of death showed significant increases: all causes, all cancer,
lung cancer, esophageal cancer, cancer of cervix uteri, cancer of the other female genital organs, hypertensive heart
disease, certain non-malignant respiratory disease, motor
vehicle accidents and homicides. Death certificates indicated that 7.6% of the decedents were non-white. However, little was known of the rest of the cohort, and the entire
cohort was assumed to be white in the SMR calculations.
Some of the SMRs could have been overestimated due to
this assumption. It was likely that race-specific analysis,
had it been possible, would have resulted in lower risk estimates for several causes of death. For example, SMRs for
all causes, all heart. diseases, and external causes would
have been reduced, although the exact amount of reduction could not be calculated. However, because the proportion of white and non-white varied across subgroups
within the cohort, the impact of this assumption might affect one subgroup more than another.
More importantly, when mortality patterns were examined by various styrene exposure variables, no association
was detected. In fact, most of mortality increases occurred
among short-term workers. High mortality from a variety
of causes among short-term workers in other industries
has been reported previously. For example, Wong and
Musselman13 reported significantly elevated lung cancer
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mortality among slag wool workers employed for less
than 5 years, but not among those employed for 5 years
or longer. Guberan and Usel14 reported significantly elevated mortality for all causes, all cancers, lung cancer, violent deaths and other accidents in a cohort of workers employed for less than one year in the perfumery industry in
Geneva. Similarly, McDonald et al.15 reported significantly
elevated mortality from all causes, all cancers, respiratory
cancer, heart disease, and other non-malignant respiratory
disease among workers at a friction products facility with
less than one year of employment, but such increases were
not found among long-term employees. These three examples suggest that poor health or health-influencing habits
and low socioeconomic status characteristic of short-term
workers might be responsible for the elevated mortality.
Furthermore, previous studies have linked low socioeconomic class to higher incidence rates of several diseases, including total mortality, all cancers, esophageal
cancer, lung cancer, cancer of female genital organs, heart
disease, hypertension, and unintentional injury.16, 17 Low
SES has also been associated with poor survival in certain
diseases due to inadequate health care, resulting in an
even higher mortality. Most of the causes of death found
to be significantly elevated among short-term employees
in the present updated study were indeed the ones that
have been linked to low SES. The observation of a deficit in
female breast cancer, for which an increased risk has been
associated with high SES, further supports this interpretation.18 Therefore, some of the observed mortality increases
might be explained by characteristics, lifestyle, and low
SES of short-term workers.
The possibility that short-term workers might have
been assigned to jobs with heavier exposure and consequently experienced a higher mortality risk has also been
considered. The analyses using the six process categories
essentially provided an effective stratification of jobs by
level of exposure, and no mortality pattern was found.
Thus, it was unlikely that analysis based on length of employment was confounded by job category or level of exposure.
More specifically, we will now compare our findings
on site-specific cancers to the results from previous studies
of RP workers. In our study, mortality from lung cancer
was significantly elevated (SMR = 140.6). Workers with
less than one year of employment had the highest lung
cancer risk (SMR = 182.7), whereas there was no increased
risk among workers with ten or more years of employment (SMR = 95.2) or among workers in the highest (100
+ ppm-years) cumulative exposure group (SMR = 104.2).

Similarly, Okun et al.19 reported an excess of respiratory
cancer mortality among workers with minimal exposure
(SMR = 155) but not among workers with high styrene exposure (SMR = 71) at two U.S. boat building facilities. To
our knowledge, no other epidemiologic study in the RP
industry has reported a significant increase of lung cancer.
In our original investigation,’ a nested case-control study
attributed excess lung cancer mortality to cigarette smoking. Therefore, the most likely explanation for the lung
cancer mortality excess observed in the update is cigarette
smoking.
In the current study, a marginally significant increase
of esophageal cancer was observed for the total cohort
(SMR = 191.7, 95% CI: 104.8-321.7). However, no relationship between esophageal cancer and styrene exposure was
detected, and no increase was reported among workers in
the highest (100+ ppm-years) cumulative exposure group
(SMR = 97.3). The analysis based on the Cox proportional hazards model did not identify cumulative exposure
as a risk factor. Kogevinas et al.20 reported no increase in
esophageal cancer for styrene-exposed workers overall
(SMR = 101). However, a non-significant increase of esophageal cancer among laminators (SMR -182) was noted. No
additional detailed analysis on esophageal cancer was
reported. Kolstad et al.21 reported a relative risk (RR) for
esophageal cancer incidence of 0.97 among men and a RR
of 0.86 among women. Coggon et al.22 reported 4 deaths
due to esophageal cancer in their study, compared to 6.22
expected (SMR = 64). None of the authors has suggested
any association between esophageal cancer and styrene
exposure.
The most important risk factors for esophageal cancer
are tobacco, alcohol and diet.23,24 Previous epidemiologic
studies have not demonstrated that occupational exposures played any significant role in the etiology of esophageal cancer.23-25 Although some epidemiologic studies suggested that exposure to asbestos might play a role, these
studies are far from being convincing.26 In our study, although significant increases of both esophageal cancer and
lung cancer were observed for the cohort as a whole, no
increase from either cancer was found among the group
with the highest exposure. This finding, together with the
result from the previous case-control study, suggests that
tobacco might also play a role in the observed excess of
esophageal cancer.
Significant mortality excesses were found for cancer of
the cervix uteri (SMR = 283.5) and cancer of other female
genital organs (SMR = 201.6). For the broad category “all
uterine cancer,” the SMR was 197.3, marginally signifi-
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cant. For workers with less than one year of employment,
the SMR for all uterine cancer was significantly elevated
(468.6). Among workers in the highest (100+ ppm-years)
cumulative exposure category, the SMR for cancer of the
cervix uteri was 115.0. The SMRs for cancer of other female
genital organs were similar for the lowest (< 10 ppm-years)
cumulative exposure category (SMR = 267.9) and the highest category (SMR = 269.0). No upward trend was found
between styrene exposure and cancer of the female genital
organs.
Coggon et al.L22 reported an SMR of 107 for cancer of
the cervix uteri. Kogevinas et al.20 reported only one death
due to cancer of the cervix uteri among laminators (SMR
= 112), and no deaths among other exposed workers. Kolstad et al.21 reported the following relative risks for cancer
incidence: 1.25 for cancer of the cervix, 0.68 for cancer of
the uterus, and 0.67 for cancer of the ovary. Since no other
studies have shown significant excesses in risk for cancer
of female genital organs, and since the current study did
not reveal any exposure-response associations, the overall
elevated risk estimates found in this study are more likely
to be related to the nature of the workforce rather than the
workplace.
For kidney cancer, a borderline significant increase
was observed for the entire cohort. Although there was no
upward trend by length of employment or cumulative exposure, the SMRs were elevated among workers with 10
or more years of employment (SMR = 245.3), non-significant, and among workers with 100+ ppm-years of cumulative exposure (SMR = 255.3, non-significant). The analysis
based on the Cox proportional hazards model did not reveal any relationship between styrene exposure and kidney cancer risk. A review of the employment records of the
kidney cancer deaths did not reveal any unusual pattern
with respect to department, job title, or plant location.
Coggon et al.22 reported 3 observed deaths due to kidney cancer, compared to 3.93 expected (SMR = 76). Kolstad
et al.21 reported RRs of 0.97 and 0.73 for kidney cancer incidence among male and female workers, respectively. Similarly, Kogevinas et al.20 also reported a deficit of kidney
cancer (SMR = 69). Thus, kidney cancer has not previously
been linked to styrene exposure. On the other hand, increased kidney cancer risk has been reported among cigarette smokers, although the magnitude of increase is lower
than that for other tobacco-related cancers. Other than the
possibility of cigarette smoking, we are unable to offer an
explanation for the increased risk for kidney cancer in our
study.
For lymphatic and hematopoietic cancers, our findings
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of no increased risk are consistent with the results of the
studies of RP workers in the U.S. reported by Okun et al.19
and in the U.K. reported by Coggon et al.22 Kolstad et al.21
reported small non-significant increases for incidence of
non-Hodgkin’s lymphoma (RR = 1.27) and leukemia (RR
= 1.15) among males, but not among females (RR = 0.16
for non-Hodgkin’s lymphoma and RR = 0.80 for leukemia).
On the other hand, there was a small deficit from multiple
myeloma in men (RR = 0.80) but a slight increase in women
(RR = 1.36). Kogevinas et al.20 reported an SMR of 197 (95%
CI: 85-387) for workers with more than one year of exposure and 20 or more years since first exposure.
As such, the conclusions regarding lymphatic and hematopoietic cancers from these other studies were somewhat equivocal. However, it must be pointed out that even
though some authors are reluctant to rule out an association between exposure to styrene and an increased risk
of cancer of the lymphatic and hematopoietic tissues, the
data supporting such an association are weak at best.
In our study, we did not find any significantly increased
mortality from cancer of the lymphatic and hematopoietic
tissues, or from any of the more specific diagnostic categories, including non-Hodgkin lymphoma, Hodgkin’s disease, multiple myeloma and leukemia in the overall cohort.
In fact, small non-significant deficits were observed for several specific sites. When the data were analyzed by duration of employment in specific process categories, length of
styrene exposure and cumulative exposure, no relationship
with any specific hematologic malignancies was detected.
Furthermore, no pattern or trend was detected when the
analysis was stratified by latency and cumulative exposure.
Our updated study has adequate power (å = 0.05,11 = 0.20)
to detect risk ratios as small as 1.44 for all lymphatic and
hematopoietic cancers, 1.82 for non-Hodgkin’s lymphoma,
2.52 for multiple myeloma, and 1.74 for leukemia.
It should be noted that the styrene exposure estimates
presented in this report may be somewhat conservative
for several reasons. First, in the A.D. Little study, historical estimates tended to be conservative. Second, exposure
was truncated in 1977. Only 27% of the cohort members
who were active in 1977 could have been affected by this
exposure truncation. Truncated exposure has been used in
epidemiologic analysis based on the rationale that exposures received shortly prior to diagnosis or death (up to
10 or 20 years for some cancers) have little or no impact
on the disease process. Nevertheless, some of these 27%
cohort members might have been misclassified in some of
the analyses. Third, for a small number of individuals, no
quantitative exposure estimates were available, and their
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jobs were assigned to the lowest category. This lack of exposure estimates might have resulted in a misclassification
of some workers. However, the potential misclassification
would have affected only a small number of individuals
in some of the analyses, and would not have changed the
major findings of the study.
Finally it should be pointed out that a number of limitations in the original study have been substantially improved in the present update. The study has been extended for an additional 12 years of observation. The number
of deaths have increased from 499 to 1,628. The statistical power based on the updated data is quite adequate
in detecting a modest increase in risk for most diseases.
The quality of the vital status data has also been improved
substantially. The percent of individuals lostto-follow-up
has been reduced from 16.1% to 3.5%, and the percent of
outstanding death certificates from 9.4% to 2.6%. Equally
important are the improvements in exposure assessment
in the current updated study. A quantitative cumulative
exposure index based on ppm-years was reconstructed for
each cohort member. Exposure-response analyses based
on such a quantitative exposure index have greatly enhanced our interpretation of the data in the updated study.
To our knowledge, our study is the only one with such
quantitative analyses.

result of their exposure to styrene.
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at ENSR (especially Rosanna Hollie and Melissa Hays) for
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Approach to Health Risk Determination
for Priority Substances, Including Styrene,
Under the Canadian Environmental
Protection Act
M.E. Meek, R. Newhook and V.C. Armstrong
The following article by Meek, Newhook, and Armstrong summarizes the Canadian approach to dealing with
toxic substances in Canada. The authors are employees of the Environmental Health Directorate, Health Canada, and therefore are well-positioned to provide an explanation. Readers are certain to find the article to be of
interest, as styrene is used as the example of how the Canadian approach works in practice. A few conclusions
of particular relevance are worth noting:
• The Canadian and U.S. approaches to managing toxic substances are different. Canada has built the concept
of “exposure” into the regulatory definition of a toxic substance. This is a more practical mechanism by
which to control health and environmental hazards because it ensures substances potentially present in the
environment at harmful levels will receive highest regulatory priority. This can be compared with the EPA
approach, within which a wide range of regulatory actions are driven by a substance’s carcinogen classification, each of which may involve little consideration of potential exposure.
• The Canadian authorities reviewed the database of styrene in a less rigid manner than has been the case
with respect to formal EPA reviews. This is not to say that SIRC agrees with the Canadian review in its entirety. For instance, we do not concur with all the comments made within their evaluation of carcinogenic
potential, and reliance on marginal, non-significant observations. But the authors carefully qualify numerous references to the “limited” or “very limited “ nature of the evidence indicating potential carcinogenic
activity.
• Styrene was still classified into a “possibly carcinogenic to humans” category, but this action did not drive
the regulatory process. This decoupling of classification and regulatory actions is what SIRC has requested
of EPA on numerous occasions.
The Canadian example shows us what can be achieved by a regulatory process which is less driven by carcinogenicity classification and is more focused on exposure considerations in light of toxicity. It is unlikely agreement
will occur soon in the U.S. as to how to improve the regulation of worker health concerns, but the Canadian
model can be used to show that better systems can be developed in North America.
SUMMARY
The Canadian Environmental Protection Act (CEPA) authorizes the Ministers of the Environment and of Health in
Canada to investigate a wide variety of substances that
may contaminate the environment and cause adverse effects on the environment and/or on human health. Under
the Act, assessments have been completed for 44 substances on the first Priority Substances List.

M.E. Meek, R. Newhook, and V.C. Armstrong, Environmental
Health Directorate, Health Canada, Tunney’s Pasture, Ottawa, Ontario, Canada K1A OL2

The principles developed for the assessment of risk
to human health for Priority Substances under CEPA are
outlined. These include the development of multimedia
exposure estimates, classification of substances on the
basis of the nature of the critical effect and the approach
to evaluation for substances with different types of critical
effects. Of particular note is the development of exposure
potency indices for carcinogens in lieu of low dose risk
estimates and incorporation of toxicokinetic and toxicodynamic data, where available, to modify traditionally
adopted uncertainty factors for development of tolerable
intakes, or concentrations, for non-neoplastic effects.
As an example, the assessment of risk to human
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health for styrene as a Priority Substance under the Act is
summarized. Based on very limited evidence of carcinogenicity in epidemiological studies of workers exposed to
styrene and related chemicals, and in experiments with
rodents exposed to styrene, in combination with supporting evidence of genotoxicity, styrene has been classified
as “possibly carcinogenic to humans”. The estimated
average total daily intake of styrene for the Canadian
general population is more than 50 times less than the
Tolerable Daily Intake for neurotoxic effects following
inhalation, or for foetotoxic effects following long-term
exposure to styrene by the oral route. Therefore, styrene
is not considered to be “toxic,” as defined under CEPA, to
huinan life or health.
Keywords: exposure estimation, health effects, risk assessment, exposure potency indices, styrene
INTRODUCTION
The Canadian Environmental Protection Act (CEPA) authorizes the Ministers of the Environment and of Health to
investigate a wide variety of substances, that may be present in the environment and cause adverse effects on the
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environment or on human health. The Act, which came
into force in June 1988, provides the federal government
with broad powers to deal with risks posed by chemicals
and the products of biotechnology throughout their life
cycle. The Ministers (Environment and Health) must establish a List of Priority Substances, the first of which was
published in February, 1989 and the second of which is
currently in preparation. The first list comprised 44 substances, including discrete chemicals, classes of substances
and complex mixtures (Table 1). (While not explicitly excluded, substances such as pesticides, food additives, and
drugs are not expected to be addressed under CEPA since
these substances would, in most instances, be covered under other federal statutes).
These assessments were completed within a legislated
five year time frame. The intent of the evaluations was to
assess whether or not these substances enter or are present in the environment in concentrations which are “toxic
or capable of becoming toxic” according to the definition
under the Act, which states in part:
“(a) having or that may have an immediate or
long-term harmful effect on the environment;
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(b) constituting or that may constitute a danger
to the environment on which human life depends; or
(c) constituting or that may constitute a danger
in Canada to human life or health.”
This definition of “toxic” is a legal one which may be
equated with risk since it embodies the concept that harm
to the environment or to human health is a function of
both the intrinsic toxicity (i.e., toxicity in the traditional
sense) and the extent of exposure. The assessment of
Priority Substances under CEPA corresponds to the risk
assessment phase of a risk assessment/risk management
paradigm. This stage generally entails identifying the
critical adverse effect, considering the dose-response
relationship, and determining the extent to which the
population and certain subsets of the population are
exposed to the substance. Aspects of risk management
are not considered at this stage. Rather, the assessments
form the basis for proceeding with a review of options for
controlling risk to human health or to the environment.
Assessments of risks to human health under CEPA
are extensively reviewed both internally and externally,
prior to finalization. Initial steps in the preparation of
the health assessments include compilation of drafts and
review by senior technical staff of the Environmental
Health Directorate of Health Canada. This is followed by
external technical peer review by identified international
experts. In later stages, assessments are approved by an
internal committee of Health Canada composed of representatives of the Environmental Health and Food Directorates and an interdepartmental management committee
of Health Canada and Environment Canada. Submission
of relevant data from industry to Environment Canada
and Health Canada is encouraged and facilitated, in order
to ensure that all relevant information is considered.
In this article, the general principles developed for the
assessment of risk to human health for Priority Substances under CEPA are outlined. These principles, which are
discussed in more detail in a recent publication (Health
Canada, 1994), include the development of estimates of
exposure from various media, classification of substances
on the basis of the nature of the critical toxic effect and
the approach to evaluation for substances with different
types of critical effects. To illustrate the application of
these principles, a summary of the assessment of risk to
human health of styrene as a Priority Substance under
CEPA (Government of Canada, 1993) is also presented.

ASSESSMENT OF POPULATION EXPOSURE
Exposure to environmental substances may occur by inhalation, ingestion and/or dermal absorption from air, water,
food, soil and through the use of consumer products. Estimation of total exposure (intake) from all sources is critical
in assessing the overall magnitude of risk associated with
exposure to substances in the general environment. This
“multimedia” approach also sets the stage for any subsequent development of measures which are most effective
for human health protection by identifying the relative
magnitude of the contribution of each pathway to total
exposure.
Standardized reference values for body weights, the
volume of air breathed and quantities of food, water and
soil ingested and, to the extent possible, information on
behavioural patterns of the exposed population(s), form
an integral part of the estimation of exposure from all
sources. Reference values for these parameters, on which
estimates of exposure to Priority Substances for the general population in Canada are based, have been developed
for five discrete age groups (infants, pre-school children,
elementary school children, teenagers and adults), to account for variation in potential exposure to environmental substances with age. Where possible, these reference
values have been developed on the basis of national
surveys conducted by Health Canada, including those on
fitness and consumption of drinking water and food.
It should be emphasized that the reference values and
concentrations in environmental media or food on which
estimates of exposure are based, are representative for
average members of the general population of Canada.
However, exposure to chemical substances for some
segments of the population may be greater than those for
the population at large; for example, exposures to some
substances may be elevated for persons living in the vicinity of some industrial or natural sources. The exposure
assessment takes into account, where appropriate and
where sufficient data are available, subgroups with mean
exposures higher than those of the general population
(i.e., “high exposure subgroups”).
“High exposure subgroups” for which total exposure
is estimated, are determined on a case-by-case basis. In
addition to the magnitude of the estimated exposure for
various sub-groups, the size of the exposed population
and availability of reliable quantitative data on concentrations in relevant media and consumption are also considered. For several of the Priority Substances, exposure
was estimated for populations residing in the vicinity of
anthropogenic (e.g., smelters) and geological sources.
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ASSESSMENT OF EFFECTS
The assessment of the risks to health associated with exposure to Priority Substances in the general environment depends on the nature of the critical effect (i.e., the biologically significant adverse effect expected to occur at the lowest
dose or concentration). For many types of toxic effects (i.e.,
organ-specific, neurological/ behavioural, immunological,
epigenetic carcinogenesis, reproductive or developmental), it is generally assumed that there is a dose or concentration below which adverse effects will not occur (i.e., a
threshold). For other types of toxic effects, it is assumed
that there is some probability of harm at any level of exposure (i.e., that no threshold exists). At the present time,
the latter assumption is generally considered to be appropriate only for mutagenesis and genotoxic carcinogenesis.
Each Priority Substance is classified, therefore, based
on the weight of evidence for carcinogenicity, into one of
six categories, as follows:
▪ Group I
▪ Group II
▪ Group III
▪ Group IV
▪ Group V
▪ Group VI

Carcinogenic to Humans
Probably Carcinogenic to Humans
Possibly Carcinogenic to Humans
Unlikely to be Carcinogenic to Humans
Probably Not Carcinogenic to Humans
Unclassifiable with respect to
Carcinogenicity to Humans

The criteria by which substances are classified in the
various categories range from convincing evidence in
well conducted epidemiological studies in Group Ito inadequate or no data on carcinogenicity in Group VI. This
scheme is based in part on that developed by the International Agency for Research on Cancer (IARC). There
are, however, several important differences. For example,
incomplete epidemiological data are given more weight
in the IARC scheme. Also, there is an additional category in the scheme for classification of Priority Substances,
namely “Unlikely to be Carcinogenic to Humans,” to accommodate the increasing database on the mechanisms of
carcinogenicity, particularly with respect to specific types
of tumours induced in animal species which may be less
relevant to humans.
Substances may also be classified into six corresponding categories on the basis of the weight of evidence for
their potential to cause heritable mutations in humans.
Development of Exposure Potency Indices
For those substances for which the critical effect is considered to have no threshold (i.e., currently restricted to her-
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itable mutagens and genotoxic carcinogens), the exposure‑
or dose-response relationship derived from experimental
studies in animal species or epidemiological studies of
exposed humans are often extrapolated by mathematical
models to estimate risks at concentrations to which the
general population is exposed. There are numerous uncertainties in this approach, which generally involves linear
extrapolation of results over several orders of magnitude,
often in the absence of relevant data on mechanisms of tumour induction or differences in toxicokinetics and -dynamics between the relevant species and humans, when
based on bioassays in experimental animals.
In view of the considerable uncertainties associated
with low-dose extrapolation, specification of risks in terms
of predicted incidence or numbers of excess deaths per unit
of the population for Priority Substances was considered
inappropriate. This approach implies a degree of precision
which is unwarranted due to the numerous assumptions
on which the estimates are based. It was also considered
inappropriate to specify a concentration or dose associated
with a negligible or “de minimis” level of risk (such as a
lifetime cancer risk of 1 in 1 million) by low-dose extrapolation procedures, primarily to avoid inclusion of considerations other than those based on science at this stage (i.e.,
making a societal judgement about what level constitutes
“de minimis” risk). Moreover, there is no single “correct”
value which adequately characterizes “de minimis” risk
associated with a concentration or dose below which risks
are acceptable and above which they are not; rather the
risk at low doses or concentrations is assumed to be a continuum, with reduction of exposure leading to an incremental reduction of risk and increases in exposure leading
to incremental increases in risk.
However, it is recognised that the incremental risks
associated with exposure to low levels of such substances
may be sufficiently small so as to be essentially negligible
compared with other risks encountered in society and that
on this basis, control action to reduce exposure may not be
justified. Decisions concerning the need for, and development of, control strategies should be made only following
a judicious balancing of the estimated risks against the associated costs and feasibility of controls, and/or benefits to
society (i.e., in stages subsequent to the assessment phase
such as strategic options analysis).
Since action to reduce exposure of the general population to substances for which the critical effects is considered to have no threshold may not be deemed necessary
in all cases, risk is characterized to provide guidance in
establishing priorities for further action in these subse-
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quent stages (i.e., analysis of options to reduce exposure
of the general population). For compounds classified in
Groups I or II (and occasionally Group III) of the classification schemes for carcinogenicity or heritable mutations,
therefore, where possible, the estimated daily intake of the
general population (or certain high-exposure subgroups)
in Canada or concentrations in relevant environmental
media are compared to quantitative estimates of the potency of the substance to induce cancer or heritable mutations. This comparison is referred to as the Exposure/
Potency Index. Potency is expressed as the concentration
or dose which induces a 5% increase in the incidence of, or
deaths due to, tumours or heritable mutations considered
to be associated with exposure to a Priority Substance. It
may be based on results of epidemiological studies, generally in occupationally exposed populations, or bioassays
in experimental animals. In the latter case, the estimates of
potency are restricted to effects considered relevant to humans. Estimates are based on tumours for which there has
been a statistically significant increase in incidence and a
dose-response relationship, using appropriate mathematical models (e.g., multistage).
Any model which fits the empirical data well is likely
to provide a reasonable estimate of the potency and choice
of the model is not as critical as that for low dose extrapolation since estimation is within or close to the experimental
range, thereby avoiding the numerous uncertainties associated with mathematical modeling for low dose extrapolation. The value of 5% is arbitrary; selection of another
value would not impact on the relative magnitudes of the
Exposure/Potency Indices among different compounds.
Wherever possible and if considered appropriate, information on toxicokinetics, metabolism and mechanisms
of carcinogenicity is incorporated into the quantitative estimates of carcinogenic potency derived particularly from
studies in animals (to provide relevant scaling of potency
for human populations).
Development of Tolerable Intakes or Concentrations
For substances for which the critical effect is considered to
have a threshold (i.e., those classified in Groups III to VI
of the classification schemes), where possible, a dose (or
concentration) of a chemical substance that does not produce any (adverse) effect [i.e., “no-observed(adverse)-effect-level” (NO(A)EL)] is identified, often from toxicological studies involving experimental animals, but sometimes
from epidemiological studies of human populations. Alternatively, where data permit, a “benchmark dose” or
model-derived estimate of a particular incidence level

(e.g., 5%), for the critical threshold effect can be estimated
(U.S. EPA, 1991). If a value for the NO(A)EL or benchmark
dose for the critical effect cannot be ascertained, tolerable
daily intakes or concentrations are based on a lowest-observed-(adverse)-effect-level (LO(A)EL). The nature and
severity of the critical effect and, to some extent, the steepness of the dose-response curve, are taken into account in
the establishment of the NO(A)EL or LO(A)EL.
An uncertainty factor is applied to the NO(A)EL or
LO(A)EL to derive a Tolerable Daily Intake (TDI) or Concentration (TDC), i.e., the intake or concentration to which
it is believed that a person can be exposed daily over a
lifetime without deleterious effect. Ideally, the NO(A)EL
is derived from a chronic exposure study involving the
most sensitive or relevant species, determined, where possible, based on data on species differences in toxicokinetic
parameters or mechanism of action, or on investigations
in the most sensitive sub-population (e.g., the embryo or
foetus in developmental studies). Wherever possible, the
route of administration in critical studies in experimental
animals is similar to that by which humans are principally
exposed. Generally, Tolerable Daily Intakes or Concentrations are not developed on the basis of data from acute or
short term studies, unless observed effects in longer term
studies are expected to be similar, though they are occasionally based on data from sub-chronic studies in the absence of available information in adequately designed and
conducted chronic toxicity studies; an additional factor of
uncertainty is included in this case.
The uncertainty factor is derived on a case-by-case basis, depending principally on the quality of the database.
Generally, factors of 1 to 10 each account for intraspecies
variation and interspecies variation. Where there are sufficient data, the factors for interspecies and intraspecies
variation are divided to address separately toxicokinetic
(factors which influence exposure at the target site) and
dynamic (variations in sensitivity to the compound at the
target site) differences. An additional factor of 1 to 100
accounts for inadequacies of the database which include,
but are not necessarily limited to, lack of adequate data
on developmental, chronic or reproductive toxicity, use
of a LO(A)EL versus a NO(A)EL and inadequacies of the
critical study. Potential interactions with other chemical
substances commonly present in the general environment
or dietary requirements of essential substances are also
taken into consideration in derivation of the TDI or TDC.
Exceptionally, in deriving a TDI or TDC for effects such
as teratogenicity or where there is some evidence of carcinogenicity which could be related to the critical effect,
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an additional uncertainty factor of 1 to 10 may be incorporated. Numerical values of the uncertainty factor normally
range from 1 to 10,000. Uncertainty factors greater than
10,000 are not applied since the limitations of such databases are sufficient to preclude development of a reliable
TDI or TDC.
The value of the TDI or TDC is compared to the estimated total daily intake of a chemical substance by the
various age groups of the population of Canada (and in
some cases, certain high exposure subgroups) or to concentrations in relevant environmental media. If estimated exposure approaches or exceeds the TDI or TDC, the
sub-start& is considered to be “toxic” to human life or
health under CEPA. To provide guidance in establishing
priorities for further action (i.e., consideration of options
to reduce exposure of the general population) under the
Act, estimated intake or concentrations in relevant environmental media are compared to the NO(A)EL or LO(A)
EL on which the TDI or TDC is based.
SUMMARY OF HUMAN HEALTH RISK
ASSESSMENT FOR STYRENE
In this section, the assessment of risk to human health
from environmental exposure to styrene, one of the compounds on the first Priority Substances List, in Canada is
summarized (Government of Canada, 1993). Only relevant
data identified prior to March, 1993, the date of completion
of the assessment, are included.

Population Exposure
Mean concentrations of styrene in ambient air sampled
from 18 mainly urban sites across Canada between 1988
and 1990 ranged from 0.09 to 2.35 µg/m3 with an overall
mean from all sites of 0.59 µg/m3 (Dann, 1990). Concentrations of styrene in indoor air in a pilot study of approximately 750 homes from across Canada, sampled in 1991,
ranged from non-detectable to 129 µg/m3 with an overall
mean value of 0.28 µg/m3 (Concord Environmental, 1992).
Mean levels were slightly higher in a number of other
more limited studies of Canadian residences in urban and
urban-industrial communities (Government of Canada,
1993).
Based on available data, background concentrations of
styrene in drinking water and soil are very low. For example, in the Ontario Drinking Water Surveillance Program in
1990, styrene was detected in 90 of > 3000 samples from 86
sources of drinking water. Mean concentrations in treated
drinking waters from the individual sources ranged from
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0.050 pg/L (the detection limit) to 0.250 pg/L (Lachmaniuk, 1991, personal communication). In a survey of organic
compounds in soils in uncontaminated urban areas west of
Toronto, styrene was present at concentrations of less than
10 lig/kg dry weight in soil samples from Port Credit and
Oakville/Burlington, Ontario (Golder Associates, 1987).
Styrene has also been detected in a wide range of foods,
but is generally present at levels of less than 10 µg/kg. In
some instances, its presence is the result of the migration
from food packaging manufactured from styrene-based
polymers or copolymers. There is also evidence that styrene occurs in some foods as a natural constituent; it has
been detected, sometimes at high concentrations, in food
products with no apparent source of contamination (TNO,
1992; MRI, 1992). Styrene was not detected in any of 34
food groups, which together approximated an average
Canadian diet, collected from retail outlets in Windsor in
1992 [detection limits were 1.0 pg/L for liquids and 0.005
pg/g (5 µg/kg) for solids] (ETL, 1992).
Tobacco smoke contributes to levels of styrene in indoor air and is the major source of exposure to styrene for
smokers. No studies of the content of styrene in smoke
from Canadian cigarettes were identified, but the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services (1989) reported
that styrene was present in mainstream cigarette smoke in
the amount of 10 pg/cigarette.
Estimates of the average total daily intake of styrene
by five discrete age groups of the general population in
Canada, based on the ranges of mean values reported in
the above-mentioned surveys and the reference values for
intakes of Priority Substances under CEPA (Health Canada, 1994), are presented in Table 2. Ambient and indoor
air are estimated to contribute a substantial portion of the
total daily intake of styrene for all age classes (between
0.004 to 0.17 µg/kg bw/day and 0.07 to 0.10 µg/kg bw/day,
respectively, for various age classes). However, food may
also contribute a substantial amount (between <0.11 to
<0.58 µg/kg bw/day), although the available data on styrene levels in the Canadian food supply are limited by analytical sensitivity. Intakes of styrene from drinking water
and from soil are estimated to be negligible. The estimated
daily intake of styrene by smokers from cigarettes is substantially higher, ranging from 2.9 to 3.5 µg/kg bw/day for
adults and teens, respectively.
Critical Effect and Assessment
Based on available data, carcinogenicity is potentially one
of the most sensitive endpoints for assessment of “toxic”
for styrene under CEPA. The weight of evidence for the
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carcinogenicity of styrene has been assessed, therefore, on
the basis of the classification scheme developed for this
purpose (Health Canada, 1994).
In epidemiological studies conducted prior to the completion of this assessment, there were excesses of mortality from various lymphatic and haematopoietic cancers in
some studies of workers from several industries (i.e., those
manufacturing styrene-butadiene rubber, styrene/-polystyrene, and fibrous glass products) with mixed exposures
to styrene and other chemicals. (Although the subtypes of
tumours reported are not consistent,
all arise from a common multipotential progenitor cell in the bone marrow,
which might be the target tissue.) In the
most sensitive study, there were small
but statistically significant increases of
mortality from several lympho-poietic
malignancies in styrene-butadiene copolymer industry production workers
(Matanoski et al., 1990). In a follow-up
nested case-control study in which exposure to styrene and butadiene was
ascertained, multivariate analysis indicated that there was excess leukaemia
risk related to butadiene, whereas the
increase for styrene was not significant.
There was little evidence of excess risk
of other lymphopoietic cancers (Matanoski et al., 1989; Santos-Burgoa et al.,
1992). Marginal increases in mortality
from lymphatic and haematopoietic cancers have also been reported in
studies of styrene-exposed workers
from a number of other cohorts (McMichael et al., 1976; Meinhardt et al., 1982; Hodgson and
Jones, 1985; Bond et al., 1992), and in some case-control
studies (Flodin et al., 1986; Ott et al., 1989; Siemiatycki,
1991), although most of these reports have been based on
very small numbers of deaths.
The results of several other epidemiological studies
that did not reveal a significant excess of these neoplasms
in workers exposed to styrene (Nicholson et al., 1978;
Frentzel-Beyme et al., 1978; Okun et al., 1985) do not contribute meaningfully to the weight of evidence, as they
were seriously limited by one or more of very small numbers of subjects/-deaths, or inadequate period of follow up
or reporting. Even in more powerful studies of workers
with relatively high exposures (Coggon et al., 1987; Wong,
1990), in which significant excesses of mortality from these

neoplasms have not been identified, insufficient time may
have elapsed for their development.
In most cases in these studies, mortality due to these
cancers has not been related to either the duration or intensity of exposure. However, with the exception of some
recent studies in the fibrous glass industry, exposures
have generally been poorly characterized, and historical
exposures, particularly in the styrene/polystyrene and styrene-butadiene industries, are unknown.
Interpretation of all of the available epidemiological
studies is complicated by the fact that
in each case, there were concomitant
exposures to a number of other substances, although styrene was the principal common agent to which workers
were exposed in the variety of industries studied. In particular, the frequent
concomitant exposure to benzene is
problematic, and Matanoski et al. (1989;
Santos-Burgoa et al., 1992) reported that
an observed increase in leukaemia was
significantly associated with exposure
to butadiene, but not with styrene.
Largely as a consequence of concurrent exposure to other compounds, in
combination with the weakness of the
associations and the uncertainties concerning the apparent lack of specificity
and of a dose-response relationship, the
evidence that exposure to styrene is associated with mortality from lymphatic and haematopoietic cancers in these
populations of workers is considered to
be very limited. [The results of more recent studies of large cohorts of workers exposed to styrene
and other compounds in the reinforced plastics industry
(conducted by Wong and by IARC) were not available at
the time of completion of this assessment in March, 1993,
but would not likely alter this conclusion.]
The results of chronic studies in rodents exposed to styrene also provide only limited evidence that styrene is carcinogenic. There is consistent evidence (observed in two
studies) only for small increases in lung tumours in mice
associated with oral exposure to styrene (Ponomarkov and
Tomatis, 1978; NCI, 1979). In the available studies of rats
and mice exposed to styrene by various routes, increases
in the incidences of other types of tumours have not been
consistently observed and have been marginal, even at relatively high exposures. It should be noted, however, that

...
concentrations
of styrene
present in the
Canadian
environment
do not constitute a danger
to human life
or health.
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there are limitations in the design, results and/or reporting
of all of the studies conducted to date which complicate
the assessment of the weight of evidence of carcinogenicity (Government of Canada, 1993).
The weight of the available evidence from in vitro and
in vivo investigations in experimental animals indicates
that styrene is genotoxic only following metabolic activation (Preston, 1990a, 1990b; Barale, 1991; Government of
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Canada, 1993). Cytogenetic studies of workers exposed
to high levels of styrene and other compounds provide
limited evidence of an association with chromosomal
abnormalities (Preston, 1990b; Barale, 1991; Government
of Canada, 1993). Based on in vitro studies in tissues from
a very small number of human subjects, limited available
data also indicate that humans may be less sensitive to
the carcinogenic and genotoxic effects of styrene than
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experimental animals owing to interspecies differences in
metabolism of styrene and detoxification of the putatively
toxic metabolite, styrene-7,8-oxide (Mendrala et al., 1993).
On this basis, styrene has been categorized as “possibly carcinogenic to humans” according to the classification scheme developed for this endpoint (Health Canada,
1994). For such substances, a Tolerable Daily Intake or
Concentration (TDI or TDC) is derived on the basis of a
No- or Lowest-Observed-(Adverse)- Effect-Level [NO(A)
EL or LO(A)EL] in humans or animal species (by the most
relevant route of exposure) divided by an uncertainty
factor, which when considered appropriate, takes into
account the limited evidence of carcinogenicity.
Since, due to limitations of the available data on
exposure, the principal route of exposure to styrene for
the general population in Canada is not certain, TDIs
have been developed for both oral and inhalation exposures, for comparison to the estimated intakes presented
in Table 2.
The available data on non-neoplastic effects (principally neurological) in humans are considered to be
inadequate to serve as the basis for the development
of a TDI/TDC, due to such factors as the lack of precise
exposure data, simultaneous exposures to other chemicals, the short duration of available clinical studies, and
the small numbers of subjects in many studies. It should
be noted, however, that a TDI derived on the basis of
neurotoxic effects in cross-sectional epidemiological
studies and clinical studies in human volunteers would
not vary greatly from that derived below on the basis of
studies in animal species.
The lowest reported levels inducing meaningful effects
in experimental animals exposed to styrene by inhalation
(including effects on a range of neurological endpoints,
on hepatic and pulmonary glutathione levels, and on
the haematopoietic system) fall within a similar range
(Government of Canada, 1993); indeed, there is no clearly
superior critical study and TDIs derived on the basis of
the lowest effect levels from several studies would be similar. For this assessment, the study by Kishi et al. (1992a,
1992b) has been selected for the derivation of a TDI since
it leads to the most conservative value and since observed
effects included both changes in body weight and manifestations of neurotoxicity (including biochemical and
behavioural effects) in offspring of rats exposed to styrene
during gestation. Thus, the lowest LOEL for neurotoxic
effects in animals following inhalation of styrene in an
adequately-conducted study is 60 ppm (260 mg /m3) in
Wistar rats exposed to the compound in utero (Kishi et al.,

1992a, 1992b).
On the basis of this LOEL, a TDI of 41 µg/kg bw/
day has been derived for inhalation exposure, incorporating factors of 6/24 for conversion of intermittent to
continuous exposure, the assumed inhaled air volume
of an adult rat of 0.11 m3/day (Health Canada, 1994), the
assumed body weight of an adult rat of 0.35 kg (Health
Canada, 1994), and an uncertainty factor of 500 (X5 for
use of a LOEL, X10 for interspecies variation, and X10 for
intraspecies variation). An additional factor for limited
evidence of carcinogenicity was not incorporated since
the observed effects are not related to carcinogenesis
and occur at concentrations considerably less than those
which induce small increases in tumour incidence. Available data were considered insufficient to take inter-species variation in toxicokinetics into account in derivation
of the uncertainty factor.
The most suitable study on which to base a TDI for
the oral route of exposure is that conducted by Beliles et
al. (1985), in which exposure of Sprague-Dawley rats to
styrene in drinking water at 250 mg/L, but not 125 mg/L,
over three generations [21 (LOAEL) and 12 mg/kg bw/day
(NOAEL), respectively], was embryo/-foetotoxic, producing reductions in gestational survival, pup survival,
or pup body weight. In addition to yielding the lowest
LOAEL among the available studies, the study by Bellies
et al. (1985) is also one in which the exposure regimen is
most relevant to humans, in that it included transpiacental and lactational exposures.
Based on this NOAEL, a TDI of 120 µg/kg bw/day has
been derived for oral exposure, incorporating an uncertainty factor of 100 (X10 for interspecies variation, X10 for
intraspecies variation). An additional factor for limited
evidence of carcinogenicity was not incorporated since
the observed effects in the critical study are not related to
carcinogenesis and occur at concentrations considerably
less than those which induce small increases in tumour
incidence. Available data were considered insufficient to
take interspecies variation in toxicokinetics into account
in derivation of the uncertainty factor.
The estimated total average daily intake of styrene for
various age groups in the Canadian general population
ranges from <0.20 to <0.79 µg/kg bw/day overall. These
estimates are from >50- to >200- fold less than the TDI
derived above for inhalation exposure, and from >150- to
>600-fold less than the TDI derived for oral exposure. (In
addition, it should be noted that due to the need to rely
on detection limits for calculation of intakes from food,
intake from this medium has been overestimated.) On this
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basis, it has been concluded that concentrations of styrene
present in the Canadian environment do not constitute
a danger in Canada to human life or health. Therefore,
styrene is not considered to be “toxic” to human life or
health under CEPA.
CONCLUSIONS
The approaches described herein were developed to ensure consistency and defensibility in the assessment of
risk to human health for Priority Substances under the
Canadian Environmental Protection Act. To the extent possible, these approaches incorporate recent developments
in methodology for health risk assessment. Estimation of
total daily exposure from all sources enables assessment
of the overall magnitude of risk to humans associated with
the presence of substances in the general environment and
sets the stage for any subsequent development of measures which are most effective for human health protection
by identifying the relative magnitude of the contribution
of each pathway to total exposure. The approach is entirely
science-based and, for toxicants for which the critical effect is considered not to have a threshold, avoids the use
of highly uncertain quantitative estimates of risk based on
low dose extrapolation. Moreover, the approach for compounds for which the critical effects are considered to have
thresholds, incorporates recent developments in the application of uncertainty factors and the use of benchmark
doses, where possible and appropriate.
The application of this approach is illustrated by the
assessment of risks to human health from environmental
exposure to styrene. On the basis of very limited evidence
of excesses of lymphatic and haematopoietic cancers in
studies of workers exposed to styrene and other compounds, and of lung tumours in mice exposed to styrene
by the oral route, in combination with supporting evidence of genotoxicity, styrene has been classified as “possibly carcinogenic to humans”. The estimated total average daily intake of styrene for various age groups in the
Canadian general population is greater than 50-fold less
than the Tolerable Daily Intake (TDI) based on inhalation
studies in experimental animals exposed in utero, and that
derived from studies in which animals were exposed to
styrene over 3 generations by the oral route. Consequently, it is considered that concentrations of styrene present
in the Canadian environment do not constitute a danger
to human life or health i.e., styrene is not considered to be
“toxic” to humans under CEPA.
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IARC Reevaluation of Styrene
R.R. Miller, PhD and J.A. Swenberg, PhD

T

he International Agency for Research on Cancer
(IARC) convened an expert working group February 15-22,1994 in Lyon, France, to evaluate or re-

evaluate the carcinogenicity potential of styrene and 13
other industrial chemicals. An IARC evaluation of car‑
cinogenicity potential involves several stages. The first

TABLE 1
IARC Classification System
Group 1

The agent (mixture) is carcinogenic to humans.
Sufficient evidence in humans.
Exceptionally, sufficient evidence in animals together with strong evidence in humans of a relevant mechanism of carcinogenicity

Group 2A The agent (mixture) is probably carcinogenic to humans.
Limited evidence in humans and sufficient evidence in animals.
In some cases, inadequate evidence in humans and sufficient evidence in animals with strong evidence of a
mechanism relevant to humans.
Exceptionally, solely on the basis of limited evidence in humans.
Group 2B The agent (mixture) is possibly carcinogenic to humans.
Limited evidence in humans and less than sufficient evidence in animals.
Sometimes used when there is inadequate evidence in humans and limited evidence in animals together with
supporting evidence from other relevant data.
Group 3

The agent is not classifiable as to its carcinogenicity to humans.
Inadequate evidence in humans and inadequate or limited evidence in animals.

Group 4

The agent (mixture) is probably not carcinogenic to humans.
Evidence suggesting lack of carcinogenicity in humans and in animals.
Might also be used when there is inadequate evidence in humans but evidence of lack of carcinogenicity in animals
supported by other relevant data.

Roland R. Miller, Dow Chemical Company, Midland, Michigan 48674
James Swenberg, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27599
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step is a determination of the strength of evidence of an
agent’s carcinogenicity separately in humans and in laboratory animals. Using standard phrases according to
IARC guidelines, a working group describes the strength
of evidence for carcinogenicity of an agent as “sufficient,”
“limited,” or “inadequate.” The evidence in animals and
humans is then considered together to arrive at an overall alpha-numeric classification as indicated in Table 1. In
addition to animal and human carcinogenicity data, IARC
has invoked “other relevant data” in nearly 30 classification decisions since 1987 in order to “upgrade” or transfer
an agent to a higher classification category. Genetic toxicity data is the type of information that has most frequently
been used in this upgrade process.
Styrene has been previously evaluated by IARC on
several different occasions during the past three decades,
and in 1987 it was first placed into Group 2B (possibly
carcinogenic to humans). At that time, as in all previous evaluations of styrene, the human evidence was
considered “inadequate,” and the animal evidence was
considered “limited.” However, styrene was upgraded
from Group 3 to Group 2B on the basis of concerns about
genetic toxicity potential and metabolism.
Since 1987, when IARC first decided to classify styrene
as a possible carcinogen, extensive new information has
been developed to provide additional perspective about
the carcinogenic potential of styrene. The new information includes two very important styrene epidemiology
studies (one sponsored by SIRC and another conducted by IARC), detailed and comprehensive metabolism
and pharmacokinetic studies, cytogenetics studies, and
DNA-binding studies. Additional studies, including new
inhalation bioassays with rats and mice, are currently in
progress.
The SIRC-sponsored epidemiology study was an
update of a cohort mortality study involving nearly
16,000 workers in the reinforced plastics and composites
(RPC) industry where the human exposure potential to
styrene is highest. Overall, this study showed no evidence
for a link between styrene exposure or styrene processes
and increased mortality from any cause, including any
type of cancer. The IARC epidemiology study involved
nearly 41,000 workers in the RPC industry in six different European countries. Overall, no excess was observed
for mortalities from all causes, or for mortalities from all
cancers. Despite the important additional insight provided by these two comprehensive new studies in addition
to eight other cohort mortality studies that had previously been completed, the 1994 IARC working group again
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considered the overall epidemiology evi dence to be
“inadequate.”
Numerous long-term animal studies have been conducted on styrene. The IARC working group considered a
total of 13 long-term studies, and they concluded that in 9
of 13 there were no increases in tumor incidences related
to treatment with styrene. Questions were raised about
the response in only 4 of the 13 studies, and the 1994
working group again concluded that there was “limited” evidence of carcinogenicity in animals. Two of these
studies were inadequate in design to allow any definitive
conclusion, and the other two were studies conducted
by the National Cancer Institute in which the original
authors concluded that there was no convincing evidence
of carcinogenicity. SIRC is currently sponsoring new
long-term inhalation bioassays in rats and mice which
will provide important additional perspective about the
carcinogenicity potential of styrene in animals.
The 1994 IARC working group again cited concerns
about metabolism and genetic toxicity potential as supporting evidence to “upgrade” the classification from
Group 3 to Group 2B (possibly carcinogenic to humans).
As previously mentioned, this was also the basis for
placing styrene in Group 2B in 1987. The concerns about
metabolism are related to the occurrence of styrene-7,8oxide (SO) as a transient, intermediate metabolite of styrene,
since SO is considered to be a Group 2A (probable human
carcinogen) by IARC. The metabolism of styrene has
been extensively studied, and recent work since 1987 has
shown that there are pronounced species differences in
the disposition of styrene. Rodents are more capable than
humans in metabolizing styrene to SO, while humans are
more efficient than rodents in detoxifying low concentrations of SO. At any given external styrene exposure
concentration, rodents have higher internal exposures to
SO than do humans. Rodents are therefore at greater risk
than humans with regard to any potential adverse effects
that could result from the formation of SO from styrene.
Long-term rodent studies in which styrene has been
given at massive doses have shown scant evidence of carcinogenic potential for styrene. Therefore, any potential
risk of carcinogenicity in humans would necessarily be
exceedingly low since human exposures to styrene are far
lower than occurred in the animal studies.
The IARC working group concerns about genetic
toxicity potential appear to be primarily related to reports
of chromosomal changes in white blood cells of workers
exposed occupationally to styrene. As the working group
correctly noted, however, other factors may be involved
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since the workers that have been studied are known to be
xposed to a variety of agents in the workplace that could
potentially have chromosomal effects. This indeed seems
plausible in view of the fact that the types of effects that
have been reported in humans are incongruent with what
would be expected based on the results of animal studies.
Therefore, styrene cannot clearly be identified as the causative agent responsible for the chromosomal effects that
have been reported in humans. Moreover, chromosomal
changes of the sort that were considered by the IARC
working group have never been shown to have a direct
relationship to any type of carcinogenic response in either
animals or humans. Much of the information that was
used to upgrade styrene is therefore highly questionable
as evidence supporting carcinogenicity potential.
In summary, the IARC classification of styrene into
Group 2B was not based on human or animal studies showing clear evidence of carcinogenicity. In fact,
the human evidence was considered to be inadequate,
and the animal evidence was considered to be limited.
Styrene was placed into Group 2B only as a result of an
“upgrade” process in which other supporting data was
used as the basis for the classification. At the present
time, IARC has no clear definition of what constitutes
“sufficient” supporting evidence to warrant an upgrade
decision. This is a matter that requires careful definition
and clarification by IARC in order to facilitate consistent
working group decisions, and to prevent the “upgrade”
process from becoming subjective and arbitrary.
An additional difficulty is that the IARC carcinogenicity classification process is a strength-of-the-evidence system that focuses primarily on studies that show evidence
of carcinogenicity. Other studies which do not show evi-

dence of carcinogenicity typically are not weighed against
the positive studies to arrive at a classification based
on the overall weight-of-the-evidence. For example, an
agent that produces an increase in tumors in two or more
species of animals, or in two or more independent studies
in one species, is considered by IARC to have “sufficient”
evidence of carcinogenicity in animals. A response in only
one species in one study is considered “limited” evidence.
The difficulty arises for substances like styrene which
have complex data bases involving numerous long-term
studies, some of which are positive and some of which
are negative (questions were raised about only 4 of 13 styrene studies). In this type of situation, the strength of the
animal evidence is based only on those studies suggesting
a carcinogenic effect, regardless of the number of studies
showing no evidence of carcinogenicity.
In the current IARC strength-of-the-evidence system,
new information is unlikely to result in an improved
classification since there is no way to offset older data
which suggests evidence of carcinogenicity. This obviously is counterproductive from a scientific point of view,
since there is no incentive to develop additional new
information which could clarify questions about existing
data. Until such time that IARC moves toward more of a
weight-of-the-evidence process for evaluating animal, human and other relevant data, substances like styrene with
very complex data bases will continue to be quite problematic for IARC in terms of assigning an alphanumeric
classification that is truly reflective of the overall data
available. Unfortunately, there is no reason to believe that
a change of this sort will occur anytime in the foreseeable
future, and the IARC classification for styrene and certain
other substances will continue to be quite contentious.
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Recommendations for Improving
Cancer Risk Assessment
Center for Risk Analysis
Harvard School of Public Health*
Since its creation in 1989, the Center for Risk Analysis of the Harvard University School of Public Health has
taken an active role in the debate over methods of risk assessment. The following report from July, 1992 was
submitted formally to the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, the National Academy of Sciences, and the
California Environmental Protection Agency, because of their present efforts toward modifying cancer risk
assessment guidelines to reflect current scientific knowledge.
In this report, Dr. Graham and coworkers suggest that regulatory agencies simply presume that all chemicals
(naturally-occurring or man-made) have some potential for causing and/or inhibiting cancer, and that single
potency values be replaced by a distribution of potency values based on various exposure scenarios. Under
present classification schemes, materials are characterized by whether the data support that they are a “known
carcinogen in man,” “probable carcinogen in man,” possible carcinogen in man,” or “unclassifiable”. Under
the current schemes, concern is focused on the degree of certainty that a material causes cancer, but not the
likelihood that humans will actually get cancer from industrial or environmental exposure.
In contrast, Graham et al. provocatively argue that the degree of concern should be based on the likelihood of
human risk, not on the degree of certainty that a material causes cancer. They urge that more attention should
be focused on a “possible” carcinogen which is suspected of causing cancer at levels close to human exposure,
than on a “known” carcinogen to which few people are exposed or whose effects are seen only at levels very
much higher than human exposure.

T

INTRODUCTION

he Harvard Center for Risk Analysis (HCRA) was
created in 1989 to advance the principles and methods of risk analysis and to promote their application
to health, safety and environmental policies1 Since its inception, HCRA has played a leadership role in exposing
major flaws in the current practice of cancer risk assessment.2 HCRA is encouraged that the National Academy of
Sciences, the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA),
and the California Environmental Protection Agency (Cal* This report was prepared by Dr. John D. Graham, Director of
the Harvard Center for Risk Analysis, in consultation with the
following faculty, fellows, staff and students: Dr. Sandra Baird,
Joshua Cohen, Professor John Evans, Dr. George Gray, Dr.
Mark Neveau, Andrew Smith, Dr. Sarah Spedden, Dr. Alison
Taylor, Kim Thompson, Professor Richard Wilson, and ManSung Yim.
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EPA) are examining issues, developing reports, and proposing modified guidelines that promise to improve the
practice of cancer risk assessment.
In this report, HCRA offers several recommendations
that are intended to strengthen the scientific basis for the
risk assessment process. Taken together, our recommendations are designed to let science drive risk assessment
while providing sufficient information about uncertainty
and variability in risk to permit (or encourage) risk managers to determine the proper degree of protectiveness
or conservatism in risk management. If adopted, HCRA
believes that its recommendations will lead to both more
complete characterization of cancer risk and more rational
public health priorities. HCRA trusts that these recommendations, with the accompanying rationales and references, will prove useful to groups with the official responsibility to improve the carcinogen risk assessment process.
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The Four Key Concepts in Risk Assessment
In order to properly characterize carcinogenic risks for
policy makers and the public, HCRA believes that four
key concepts must be considered. First, the extent of human exposure to carcinogenic agents must be determined.
Exposure assessment should address both current and
future exposures. Second, the potency of the carcinogenic exposure(s) must be determined. Some substances are
much more potent than others in causing cancer. Without
some exposure and some potency, excess risk does not
exist. Third, the degree of uncertainty in risk, which arises
from the mix of knowledge and ignorance about exposure
and potency, must be determined. Without a quantitative
treatment of uncertainty, risk assessors and managers
have no idea how much conservatism (or lack of conservatism) is reflected in reported risk estimates.³ The value
of acquiring additional scientific information is also promoted by quantitative uncertainty analysis.4 Finally, the
degree of variability in risk, which reflects heterogeneity
in population exposure and susceptibility, must be determined. Variability in exposure and susceptibility must be
addressed to produce accurate estimates of the distribution of risk within the entire population, and the expected
population incidence (i.e., the expected number of cases
of cancer).5
In the following recommendations, HCRA addresses
two particular issues that are critical to carcinogen risk
assessment: classification of chemicals on the basis of carcinogenicity, and calculation of cancer potency values (or
“does-response”) evaluation. These topics have been the
subject of significant original research at HCRA since 1989.
HCRA recognizes that carcinogen classification and potency evaluation are not the only important tasks in carcinogen risk assessment.
Recommendation 1: Carcinogen classification schemes now
in widespread use should be abolished. They are too simplistic to convey meaningful information to scientists, risk
managers, and the public. Instead, all chemicals should be
assigned numerical carcinogenic potency values (positive,
negative or zero) based on the best available scientific evidence and judgment (see Recommendation 2).
Historically, chemicals have been classified as “carcinogens” on the basis of an evaluation of epidemiological
data and laboratory animal studies. The first carcinogen
classification scheme was designed by the International
Agency for Research on Cancer (IARC). The U.S. EPA later
modified the IARC scheme for use in research and regulatory activities. The State of California is now considering
use of a simple scheme with three cat egories (known, pos-

sible, unable to assess). The purpose of classification is to
provide scientists and the public a qualitative indication of
carcinogenic hazard based on a review of epidemiological
and toxicological data.
The qualitative act of labeling some chemicals “carcinogens” and not labeling others has profound societal consequences:
• Classifications are used by risk managers to trigger quantitative risk assessments and regulatory
decisions;
• The carcinogen label creates “right-to-know” responsibilities in workplaces and communities;
• The decision not to label certain chemicals as carcinogens has the effect of exonerating chemicals
from scrutiny in the workplace, at hazardous
waste sites, and in various regulatory contexts;
• In the marketplace, the carcinogen label creates
competitive advantages and disadvantages among
U.S. firms and products because of the public’s
fear of cancer;
• Classifications influence the terms of trade between U.S. firms and firms located in other nations
throughout the world;
• The carcinogen label is used by attorneys and
judges in tort liability litigation; and
• Classifications influence what is deemed “toxic”
under the growing number of toxics use reduction
policies.
While the designers of classification schemes do not
necessarily intend classifications to be used in all of these
ways, there is ample evidence that classifications are used
as a crude priority-setting or attention-grabbing device.⁶
In light of the important implications of carcinogen classification, the key question becomes whether the carcinogen
label provides meaningful information. HCRA encourages
scrutiny of carcinogen classification by the National Academy of Sciences (NAS), Cal-EPA, and U.S. EPA.
The existing carcinogen classification schemes are
based primarily on evaluations of data from long-term
laboratory animal bioassays and epidemiological studies.
They rarely consider specialized information about pharmacokinetics, mechanism of action, and potency. Hence,
the existing schemes are designed to draw attention to
chemicals that have shown carcinogenic activity in human
studies (usually in workplaces) or that have shown carcinogenic activity in at least one well-conducted laboratory
animal bioassay. Consequently, the existing schemes tend
to give more priority to known human carcinogens than to
animal carcinogens, relatively little priority to chemicals
suspected of causing cancer, and no priority to chemicals
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with unknown toxicity.
HCRA maintains that it is not useful to draw special
attention to “carcinogens” (as defined above) for the following reasons:
• the chemicals targeted by the existing carcinogen
classification schemes may be of less importance— or at least of no greater importance—than
a large number of unclassified chemicals that
have not yet been adequately evaluated,⁷ especially those that are acutely toxic, that exhibit mutagenic activity in short-term tests, and that are
structurally similar to other chemicals that exhibit
carcinogenic activity;
• the chemicals that have shown carcinogenic
activity in one rodent species do not necessarily
merit significant attention if (a) the carcinogenic
mechanism is unlikely to occur in humans, or (b)
the carcinogenic mechanism is likely to exhibit
a strict dose-response threshold that is far above
the exposures that may be experienced by the
most exposed human populations (present and
future)⁸; and
• the chemicals considered “known human carcinogens” do not necessarily merit greater attention
than known animal carcinogens (especially those
of greater potency) that have not been assessed in
humans.
For example, HCRA is not convinced that benzene, a
known human carcinogen of relatively weak potency, deserves more attention than potent animal carcinogens that
have been shown to be mutagenic in numerous tests.
A recent doctoral dissertation at Harvard completed
by Sarah Spedden demonstrated that existing carcinogen classification schemes do not draw attention to the
chemicals that recognized experts believe should be of
the greatest concern to risk managers and the public. For
example, some chemicals classified as “probable human
carcinogens” are of minimal concern to experts. Other
chemicals classified as “possible human carcinogens” are
of greater concern than some of the “probable human
carcinogens.” Moreover, some “probable human carcinogens” are of far greater concern to experts than other
“probable human carcinogens.” In general, Dr. Spedden
found that many experts are skeptical about whether
existing schemes of carcinogen classification convey
meaningful information to risk managers and the public.
HCRA believes that a more promising approach is to
presume that all chemicals have the potential to exhibit
carcinogenic activity (or even anti-carcinogenic activity),
depending upon the exposure conditions. This presumption seems appropriate since a large fraction of chemicals
tested in laboratory animal bioassays exhibit some car-
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cinogenic activity. Even those chemicals that have tested
negative in animal experiments might have tested positive if the bioassay had been more sensitive or if exposure
conditions had been altered.
While HCRA considered various refinements to
existing carcinogen classification schemes, the basic
conclusion was that the “carcinogen” label is an outdated
concept that is not rich enough to reflect advances in scientific understanding of chemical carcinogenesis. While
important scientific insights are made by scientists who
make carcinogen classifications, HCRA argues below (in
Recommendation 2) that these insights can be reflected
in analysis of carcinogenic potency, if cancer potency is
analyzed and reported properly.
Recommendation 2: The traditional approach of reporting
only one potency value for each “carcinogen” should be
replaced by a distribution of potency values for each chemical, regardless of whether or not the chemical is officially
classified as a “carcinogen.” The distribution should reflect
the degree of scientific knowledge and ignorance about the
chemical’s carcinogenic potency as articulated by qualified
scientists. In particular, each chemical’s carcinogenic potency should be reported as a probability distribution that
includes negative values, 0, and positive values. A different distribution of potency values should be reported for
each identifiable human subpopulation that is thought to
have a distinct susceptibility to chemical carcinogenesis.
Under current practice, a single potency value is
assigned to each “carcinogen.” This number is based on
numerous analytical decisions such as the choice of an
appropriate rodent species, site and sex, the choice of
whether to use chemical-specific data on pharmacokinetics and pharmacodynamics, the choice of an appropriate
low-dose extrapolation procedure, and the choice of an
appropriate interspecies extrapolation procedure.⁹
In HCRA’s view, reporting only a single potency value
for each “carcinogen” is not analytically defensible. First,
it is arbitrary and misleading to assign a single potency
value to each carcinogen when the extent of scientific
uncertainty about the true, yet unknown, potency value
is huge. Even if risk managers demand a single potency
value that reflects a particular degree of conservatism
(e.g., the expected value or the plausible upper bound),
the appropriate value can only be identified by the risk
assessor if the entire distribution of potency values that
are consistent with the available scientific evidence is
considered. Second, it is arbitrary and misleading to (implicitly) assign potency values of zero to all chemicals that
have not yet been labeled “carcinogens.” While scientists
have the option of waiting for additional information, risk
assessors often must respond to public demands for the
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best assessment that is possible with limited data.10 Finally, as sensitive subpopulations are identified, it will not
be meaningful to report a single potency value for each
chemical. A different potency value needs to be reported
for each subpopulation with distinct biological susceptibility to particular cancers.
During the last fifteen years, important advances in
risk assessment methodology and computer software
have been made that permit analysts to generate and use
probability distributions in risk assessment.11 Even for
chemicals with significant information about pharmacokinetics and mechanism of action, analytical methods
exist to produce refined distributions of carcinogenic
potency that assign appropriate weight
to such ancillary information.12 In previous work on formaldehyde, HCRA
demonstrated that qualified scientists
are willing to provide explicit scientific
judgments that can be used in distributional analysis of potency.13
HCRA believes that Bayesian
methods of risk assessment based on
experimental and epidemiological data,
mathematical modeling, and subjective scientific judgment offer the most
promise in the long-run. HCRA can
make available upon request a preliminary distributional analysis of the
carcinogenic potency of formaldehyde
that illustrates one type of Bayesian
methodology. HCRA also has in progress a more elaborate distributional
analysis of the carcinogenic potency
of chloroform that will reflect explicit,
subjective probability assessments by a
qualified panel of scientists. One of the
strengths of Bayesian methods is that potency distributions can be readily updated as new scientific information
is acquired.
Historically, cancer potency factors have been
reported only for chemicals that have tested positive
in laboratory animal experiments (or, occasionally, in
epidemiological studies). For chemicals that have not yet
been tested adequately in long-term, laboratory animal
experiments, it is feasible to produce estimates of carcinogenic potency based on scientific information about acute
toxicity, chemical structure, and mutagenicity. For example, it has been shown that toxicity is a strong predictor of
carcinogenic potency for those chemicals that have been
tested in long-term, laboratory animal bioassays.14 While
scientific understanding of the associations between
chemical toxicity and carcinogenicity is rudimentary,

HCRA believes that use of limited information with
appropriate uncertainty indications is more analytically
defensible than a default assumption of zero potency.
In a recent doctoral dissertation at Harvard, Dr.
Alison Taylor demonstrated how prior distributions in
carcinogenic potency of poorly tested chemicals can be
refined in a sequential fashion as new scientific information is collected. She employed Bayesian methods that, if
adopted by state and federal agencies, would often create
important incentives for timely toxicity tests. This type of
approach should be seriously considered by risk assessors as an alternative to the current (implicit) practice
of assigning potency values of zero to all chemicals that
have not yet tested positive in longterm animal experiments or epidemiological studies.
Regardless of whether or not a
chemical has been tested in a longterm animal bioassay, HCRA believes
that it is critical that the final distribution of potency values reflect both
mechanistic and stochastic uncertainty. If only stochastic uncertainty
is considered, decision makers will
acquire a distorted view of the relative carcinogenic potency of various
chemicals. For example, suppose two
chemicals, A and B, have equivalent
potency distributions when the linearized multistage model is fit to data
from the most sensitive tested animal
species. Chemical A may nonetheless merit a different priority than
chemical B if scientists have greater
confidence that the mechanistic assumptions of the linearized multistage
model are more applicable to chemical A than to chemical
B. While formal assessment of mechanistic uncertainty
will often require elicitation of judgmental probabilities
from scientists, in recent years decision analysts have
made substantial progress in developing, testing, validating, and refining methods of subjective probability
elicitation.15
As scientific research on human susceptibility to
chemical carcinogenesis progresses, the notion of a single
cancer potency value for each chemical will be replaced
by a set of potency values that reflect differences in
biological susceptibility in humans. As identifiable subpopulations of susceptibility are established for specific
chemicals, HCRA believes that analytical efforts should
be undertaken to develop appropriate distinctions in the
distributions of potency values.

good risk
assessment and
management
requires that
people view the
world in a more
quantitative,
risk-benefit
fashion
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In advocating a Bayesian approach to cancer potency
assessment, HCRA recognizes that it will often be impossible to validate or calibrate the potency distributions that
are generated. At the same time, HCRA emphasizes that it
is rarely possible to validate the potency values reported
based on existing procedures. The major advantages of
Bayesian approaches are (a) they can take into account
quantitatively all relevant scientific information, with
appropriate weights for data quality, relevance, and
mechanistic plausibility, (b) they can be used to quantify
the degree of scientific ignorance about the true yet unknown potency value, and (c) they can be used to readily
update potency distributions as new scientific information emerges.
Recommendation 3: If a single summary statistic on carcinogenic potency is sought, the expected value of carcinogenic
potency should be reported. This summary statistic has a
stronger basis in modern decision theory than other summary statistics such as the median value, the most-likely
value, or the upper or lower bound on potency.
For purposes of risk characterization, risk management, and risk communication, a distribution of potency
values may be considered too complex or cumbersome.
The use of a summary statistic may be recommended. The
most commonly reported central estimates of distributions are the mean (or expected value), the median, and
the mode (or most-likely value). In the case of potency
distributions, these central estimates may differ by a factor of ten or more.” Other commonly reported summary
statistics include the upper and lower bounds on cancer
potency.17
HCRA believes that there is no strictly objective
(“value-neutral”) procedure for selecting an appropriate
summary statistic of carcinogenic potency. Under these
circumstances, careful consideration should be given to
why particular summary statistics from the potency distribution are reported by risk assessors.
HCRA believes that the expected value of carcinogenic potency, when calculated properly, has a strong
analytical justification in modern decision theory.18 If
risk managers seek to maximize the expected number of
cancers prevented in policy decision, then the preferred
summary statistic is the expected value of potency. When
generating this value, both mechanistic/biological uncertainty and sampling error must be considered. In the
parlance of mathematical modeling, the expected value
should reflect both model and parameter uncertainty.
(Even if risk managers are motivated by control of other
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disease and ecological endpoints in addition to cancer,
the proper assessment practice is to report the expected
value of cancer potency along with the expected values of
the potencies for the other endpoints of concern). HCRA
emphasizes that if further study is a viable policy option
under consideration, then no summary statistic on potency, including the expected value, can substitute for the
complete probability distribution of potency values.
If risk assessors begin to generate and report cancer
potency values without the benefit of a long-term animal
bioassay or an epidemiological study, the fragile nature of
these values should be clearly flagged for readers. While
such estimates may change radically as new information
emerges, HCRA maintains that the expected value of
potency, however fragile, is a more analytically defensible
summary statistic than an implicit potency value of zero.
CONCLUSION
In making its recommendations above, HCRA stresses that
it seeks to accomplish two primary objectives with cancer
risk assessment. First, methods of cancer risk assessment
facilitate the setting of rational public health priorities on
the basis of the best available scientific information. People should be informed that some chemical exposures are
more worrisome than others, and that some chemical exposures may be beneficial. Second, methods of cancer risk
assessment should provide a complete characterization
of risk that reflects the existing mix of knowledge and ignorance about specific chemicals. This type of characterization is critical to fostering public understanding of the
limited scientific basis of current risk assessments, thereby encouraging the development of additional science to
strengthen the risk assessment process.
Regardless of whether HCRA’s specific recommendations are adopted, HCRA emphasizes the following
points about the use of carcinogen classification and
potency analysis in the regulatory process.
Classification. The most important point to remember about
carcinogen classification is that it will be used widely in
ways that may not be intended by those who design the
classification system. At the moment, for example, the
distinction between “possible human carcinogen” and
“probable human carcinogen” may trigger a different degree of regulatory concern. Yet many “probable” (or even
“known”) human carcinogens deserve less priority than
some “possible” human carcinogens due to differences in
potency and exposure. For instance, ubiquitous exposure
to a “possible” yet potent carcinogen may pose a great-
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er cancer risk to the population than less exposure to a
“known” or “probable” human carcinogen of moderate or
low potency. If carcinogen classification schemes are retained, sponsors of the schemes should accept accountability for their varied uses and actively discourage their use
in regulation or public communication in isolation from
the other components of the risk equation.
Potency. The most important point to remember about potency analysis is that assessment procedures need to punish ignorance and reward the acquisition of knowledge. A
regulator should not ignore something because he or she
does not know for sure how dangerous it is; the regulator must work with risk assessors toward establishing the
range of possibilities and their relative likelihoods. Instead
of rewarding ignorance, the regulatory process, and associated risk assessment procedures, must provide incentives for regulated parties to acquire better information
about chemical safety. Inflexible schemes of classification
and potency analysis that cause regulators to completely
ignore chemicals on the basis of insufficient data should
be shunned. Inflexible procedures for computing potency
estimates that cannot be changed with better information
should also be shunned.
The world has many dangerous things. Many people bring
structure to the world by using boxes. Dangerous things are
in one box; safe ones are in another. In the long run, good risk
assessment and management requires that people view the
world in a more quantitative, risk-benefit fashion.
During the interim period, while chemicals are still
assigned to boxes on the basis of carcinogenicity data,
it is critical to create a straightforward way for moving
a chemical from one box to another when new scientific
understandings are acquired.
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A Letter to the Editor
The following letter was received in response to Volume Three, Number One of The SIRC Review.

Dr. George Cruzan, Chairman
Science and Technology Task Group
Styrene Information and Research Center
1275 K Street, N.W. - Suite 400
Washington, D.C. 20005
U.S.A.
Dear Dr. Cruzan:
We have received a copy of The SIRC Review “Special Report: The Helsinki Symposium on Butadiene and Styrene.”
We read the issue with interest, be we have several observations on your reviewers’ comments.
ONE
The Symposium overview, p.8, states “Gobba and Cavalleri reported that styrene exposure may affect colour
vision. The report did not address colour vision loss as a
function of exposure concentration.”
This comment is surprising, as in the abstract we
stated that: “...a significant correlation (r=0.27; p=0.02)
was observed between end-of-shift StU (urinary Styrene)
and CCI values (representing the measure of the effect
on colour vision); similar results were also obtained for
airborne styrene...As a conclusion, our results show that
styrene exposure can induce a dose-related colour vision
loss...”
TWO
Metabolism and Dose Estimation, p.20, “...Gobba et al reported results from a similar study in a group of 18 Italian workers, and concluded that there was an increase in
biological exposure indices...during the work week. In
these latter studies, the degree of interindividual variability was apparent. For example, the pre-shift blood styrene
concentrations measured on Monday and Thursday were
reported to be 0.18 pg/1 (0.25 mg/1 S.D.) and 18.62 pg/1
(18.92 S.D.), respectively. The large standard deviation
associated with these measurements shows that there is
pronounced interindividual variability in the biological
exposure indices.”

First of all, in our abstract the mean and S.D. were expressed as µg/1 and not as mg/1. Furthermore, our work
was obviously misinterpreted by the reviewer: as clearly
stated in the abstract, our data were obtained in field conditions in a group of exposed workers. As a consequence, it
is evident that the large S.D. observed were due to the difference
in occupational exposure among workers, which is the rule in
this type of field studies. The study did not aim to evaluate interindividual variability and the reported results
offer no estimate of this parameter!
THREE
Neurotoxicity of styrene, p.24, “...Gobba and Cavalleri
reported an association...synergistic with age. The study
is limited in that the data were not presented in such a
way to enable the identification of an exposure level below
which no symptoms were detectable...”
We do not think this aspect is a limitation of our
study: an evaluation of the no-observed-adverse-effectlevel (NOAEL) was simply beyond the scope of the work
presented. A paper specifically regarding this aspect,
suggesting a very low threshold for colour vision loss, is
in preparation.
The reviewer goes on to state “...In addition, comments by the author suggested that the differences in
colour vision between the exposed and unexposed were
very subtle, leading to the question of what exactly constituted a clinically meaningful endpoint..”
It is correct that the difference between the exposed
and referents was very subtle, but we do not agree with
the comment. In fact, according to an authoritative
definition, a reduction in functional capacity induced by
a chemical is to be considered an adverse effect (Berlin,
A. et al 1979): there is little doubt that colour vision loss
represents a reduction of functional capacity and, as a
consequence, as “Adverse effect” of styrene that is to be
seriously considered, especially taking into account that it
seems dose-related.
The reviewer “...Furthermore, earlier work on the
relationship of age to colour vision loss had led to a coef-
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ficient for age in unexposed individuals that was the same
as that of exposed workers in this study...”
We have to observe that the term “coefficient for age”
is obscure! Is it the correlations coefficient? Or is it the
slope? We assume that the reviewer indicated as “coefficient for age” the slope of the regression line (even
if improperly). If so, we stress that the regression line
obtained in our work for the referents was: a) remarkably
similar to that previously obtained by other researchers
(Bowman, Mergler), and b) different from exposed workers, the slope being higher in the exposed, “...suggesting
a synergistic effect between styrene exposure and age on
colour vision loss,” as clearly stated in the abstract and as
was reported during the symposium!
The reviewer goes on saying “...This suggests that
some factor or factors operating in the controls was unusual, and that in fact, there is no interaction between age
and styrene exposure in colour vision loss...”
Our results do not support this conclusion for the
above reasons!
The text goes on as follows: “...Discussions with the
author also suggested that there was little control over
the timing for obtaining the urine samples, so that the
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estimates of exposure may have been based on a period
removed from the time at which the effects were measured...”
We do not understand what the reviewer means. The
protocol for exposure evaluation was clearly defined, and
respected: environmental exposure was evaluated by 8
hour personal passive monitoring, and internal exposure
by urinary styrene measuring in samples collected at the
end of the working day; the test was always performed in
the morning, before work, in standardized conditions (for
further details, see Gobba et al., JOM 1991 and Scandinavian J Work Environ Health, 1993). Furthermore, as stated
in the abstract, it is unlikely the effect is an acute one
as suggested by the results obtained in “...a group of 39
workers just before their one month vacation and on the
first day back, before exposure...”
To conclude, your Review reported several inaccuracies
and for this reason we would be grateful to you if you
would publish this letter.
Yours sincerely,
Fabriziomaria Gobba and Alessandro Cavalleri
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